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Dear CHAC Members
 
As you know, the Negotiated Rulemaking Committee officially met in early January.  The
goal of this Committee is to develop recommended alternatives for an ORV Plan for Cape
Hatteras National Seashore.  The NPS has pledged to use these recommended alternatives as
the preferred alternative in the formulation of the ORV Plan; however, if the Committee
cannot reach consensus on specific areas of a Plan, NPS will develop their own preferred
alternative.
 
These NPS preferred alternatives will come from ideas submitted from the “Workbook”
which is attached or available on line at http://parkplanning.nps.gov/document.cfm or by
requesting a  “Workbook” from NPS at 252-473-2111 extension 148.
 
Attached is a guide that has been developed to help those interested in free and open access
to our Seashore complete this “Workbook”.  The Workbook is long, but there will be many
completed by those who want to limit access so your thoughts are very important.
 
The due date for submission has been extended to February 15, 2008.
 
Larry Hardham, President
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Introduction

PART I.   INTRODUCTION


Project Background


Off-road vehicle (ORV) management has become an issue of concern in many National Park Service (NPS) seashore parks in recent years. Presently, at the sound and ocean beaches of Cape Hatteras National Seashore, ORVs are used for commercial and recreational fishing, sightseeing, travel to and from swimming and surfing areas, and pleasure driving. The NPS recognizes ORVs must be regulated in a manner that is not only consistent with applicable law, but also appropriately addresses resource protection (including threatened, endangered, and other sensitive species) and potential conflicts among the various users at Cape Hatteras National Seashore. 

The Planning Process


Executive Order #11644 of 1972 requires that all federal land management agencies designate areas for ORV use and that the use of ORVs on public lands “will be controlled and directed so as to protect the resources of those lands, to promote the safety of all users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the various users of those lands.” In response to the Executive Order, Cape Hatteras National Seashore initiated the ORV management planning process in December 2006 with the publication of a Notice of Intent to prepare an ORV Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement (plan/EIS). In February and March of 2007, the NPS held public scoping meetings to gain public input on the plan’s proposed purpose, need, objectives, issues, and preliminary alternative concepts which will serve as the framework in developing the plan. During the public scoping process, the public provided comment on the purpose, need, and objectives and also suggested potential management actions the NPS could implement at the Seashore. The NPS considered these suggested management actions and has compiled this information, and its own ideas, into potential alternative options. The workbook alternative options are not intended to be all inclusive, nor necessarily always compatible or mutually exclusive.  Multiple compatible elements can be considered in combination later to develop a diverse range of management alternatives for evaluation in the Draft EIS. This range of potential alternative options is now presented to you, through this public meeting and comment process, to gain additional input during the alternatives development process. 


How You Can Help


The purpose of this workbook is to get your input on the draft alternative options for managing ORV use at Cape Hatteras National Seashore. Public input is an essential component of a successful management plan and it is important to us that you provide your opinion on the effectiveness of the alternative options and suggest options of your own.


Completing the Workbook 


Immediately following the introduction, regulatory framework, and glossary sections, the workbook presents a series of tables providing alternative options for ORV management at the Seashore. Each row of the tables provides an alternative option for you to consider and rank as “definitely effective”, “may be effective” or “not effective.” If you rank a particular option as “not effective” or “may be effective,” please complete the “comments” section on the right side of the chart and provide input on how the particular management option could be improved or re-stated. After each of the nine alternative option tables, a separate comment sheet is provided for you to offer additional input on any of the alternative options, including providing new alternative options that are not presented here. If you choose to provide a new alternative option, please ensure that it is within the bounds of the regulatory framework in which the NPS must operate and meets the objectives of the ORV management plan (see Part II of this workbook entitled “Regulatory Framework”). If you have downloaded this form, please note that only the text you see in the comment box will appear when you print or submit the workbook. If you do not have enough room to discuss an option in a particular box, please provide the additional text on the comment sheet.


Please take time to complete as much of the workbook as possible. Also, please take advantage of the “comments” column on each of the charts and the separate comment pages at the end of the workbook. Your detailed comments and suggestions regarding the effectiveness of these alternative elements are critical to the success of the planning process.       


Submitting the Workbook


If you attend a public meeting, you can turn in your completed workbook there. If you are mailing in your workbook, please send it to:


Cape Hatteras National Seashore


1401 National Park Drive
Manteo, NC  27954

This workbook can also be downloaded from http://parkplannning.nps.gov/caha, completed electronically, and emailed to cahaorveis@louisberger.com.


Thank you for your participation.

Regulatory Framework

PART II.   REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Based on internal and public scoping, the purpose, need, and objective statements for the ORV management plan/EIS were developed. Please review the following statements, keeping them in mind as you complete the workbook. As mentioned, you are encouraged to provide comments on the alternative options or suggestions for new alternative options. However, any proposed new alternative options must meet the purpose, need, and objectives established for this project to a large degree. If suggested alternative options do not meet the purpose, need, and objective statements, they may not be considered in the planning process. The following pages present a wide range of potential alternative options and ask you how effective you feel they would be in meeting the following purpose, need, and objectives. 

Purpose of Action


“Purpose” is an overarching statement of what the plan must do to be considered a success. The purpose of this plan is to develop regulations and procedures that manage ORV use/access in the Seashore to:


· Protect and preserve natural and cultural resources and natural processes.


· Provide a variety of appropriate visitor use experiences while minimizing conflicts among various users. 


· Promote the safety of all visitors.


Need for Action


“Need” is an overarching statement of why action is required. An ORV management plan is needed to: 


· Bring the Seashore in compliance with Executive Orders 11644 and 11989 respecting ORV use, and with NPS laws, regulations (36 CFR 4.10), and policies to minimize impacts to Seashore resources and values.


· Address the lack of an approved plan, which has led over time to inconsistent management of ORV use, user conflicts, and safety concerns.


· Provide for protected species management in relation to ORV use upon expiration of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore Interim Protected Species Management Strategy/EA and associated Biological Opinion and Amendment.


Objectives


Objectives are “what must be achieved to a large degree for the action to be considered a success” (NPS Director’s Order 12 and Handbook:  Conservation Planning, Environmental Impact Analysis, and Decision Making). Objectives must be grounded in the Seashore’s enabling legislation, purpose, significance, and mission goals and must be compatible with direction and guidance provided by the Seashore’s general management plan, strategic plan, and/or other management guidance. 


Management Methodology


· Identify criteria to designate ORV use areas and routes.


· Establish ORV management practices and procedures that have the ability to adapt in response to changes in the Seashore’s dynamic physical and biological environment. 


· Establish a civic engagement component for ORV management.


· Establish procedures for prompt and efficient public notification of beach access status including any temporary ORV use restrictions for such things as ramp maintenance, resource and public safety closures, storm events, etc.


· Build stewardship through public awareness and understanding of NPS resource management and visitor use policies and responsibilities as they pertain to the Seashore and ORV management. 


Natural Physical Resources


· Minimize adverse impacts from ORV use to soils and topographic features, e.g., dunes, mud flats, etc.


Threatened, Endangered, and Other Protected Species


· For threatened, endangered, and other protected species (e.g., state-listed species) and their habitats, minimize adverse impacts related to ORV uses as required by laws and policies, such as the Endangered Species Act, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and NPS laws and management policies. 


Vegetation


· Minimize adverse impacts to native plant species related to ORV use. 

Other Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat


· Minimize adverse impacts to wildlife species and their habitats related to ORV use. 

Cultural Resources


· Protect cultural resources such as shipwrecks, archeological sites, and cultural landscapes from adverse impacts related to ORV use.

Visitor Experience


· Manage ORV use to allow for a variety of appropriate visitor use experiences.


· Minimize conflicts between ORV use and other uses.

Visitor Use


· Ensure that ORV operators are informed about the rules and regulations regarding ORV use at the Seashore.

Visitor Safety


· Ensure that ORV management promotes the safety of all visitors.

Seashore Operations 


· Identify operational needs and costs to fully implement an ORV management plan.


· Identify potential sources of funding necessary to implement an ORV management plan.


· Provide consistent guidelines, according to site conditions, for ORV routes, ramps, and signage.


Glossary of Terms

III. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Beach ambassador program – A National Park Service program designed to increase preventative lifesaving efforts through educational materials and personal contacts with the visiting public to Cape Hatteras National Seashore and village beaches. The program educates and informs the public of potential hazards associated with beach recreation, including rip current awareness.


Carrying capacity – ORV carrying capacity is the type and level of ORV use that can be accommodated while sustaining the desired resource and visitor experience conditions in the Seashore.


Commercial Fishing - (from NC General Statute 113-168) – "Commercial fishing operation" means any activity preparatory to, during, or subsequent to the taking of any fish, the taking of which is subject to regulation by the [NC Marine Fisheries] Commission, either with the use of commercial fishing equipment or gear, or by any means if the purpose of the taking is to obtain fish for sale. Commercial fishing operation does not include:  (i) the taking of fish as part of a recreational fishing tournament, unless commercial fishing equipment or gear is used; (ii) the taking of fish under an RCGL (Recreational Commercial Gear License); or (iii) the taking of fish provided in G.S. 113-261 (Taking fish and wildlife for scientific purposes; permits to take in normally unauthorized manner; cultural and scientific operations.)


Essential Use Vehicle – Essential vehicles are those emergency, law enforcement, and seashore vehicles necessary to provide for the safety of recreationists, law enforcement, resource management, maintenance of public property, or access to private dwellings not otherwise accessible.


Indicators for carrying capacity – Indicators are defined as specific, measurable physical, ecological, or social variables that reflect the overall condition of an area. Resource indicators measure visitor impacts on the biological, physical, and/or cultural resources of a park; social indicators measure visitor impacts on the visitor experience. 


Interdunal road – A travel route providing access to beach areas without having to access NC 12. 


Interim Strategy - The NPS-adopted management plan for species protection that is in place until the ORV plan/EIS is completed.


ORV – “Off-road vehicle.”  Off-road vehicle means any motorized vehicle designed for or capable of cross-country travel on or immediately over land, water, sand, snow, ice, marsh, swampland, or other natural terrain; except that such term excludes (A) any registered motorboat, (B) any fire, military, emergency or law enforcement vehicle when used for emergency purposes, and any combat or combat support vehicle when used for national defense purposes, and (C) any vehicle whose use is expressly authorized by the respective agency head under a permit, lease, license, or contract.


Passive Recreation – For the purposes of this plan/EIS, “passive recreation” includes non-motorized activities such as walking, sunbathing, fishing, picnicking, beach combing, surfing, and bird watching.  Resource management activities would still be applicable in passive recreation areas. Passive recreation does not include the use of motorized vehicles.


Ranger District Boundaries



Bodie Island District – From the northern boundary of the Seashore to Ramp 27.

Hatteras Island District – From Ramp 27 to the southern end of Hatteras Island.

Ocracoke Island District – From the northern end of Ocracoke Island to the southern end of the   island.

Tri-Village Area - The area that includes the communities of Rodanthe, Salvo, and Waves.


U.S. Geological Survey Protocols – Measures developed by the U.S. Geological Survey that provide recommendations for the implementation of a protected species surveying and habitat conservation program to enable the continued existence and recovery of endangered, threatened, and species of  concern at the seashore.  Protocols have been developed for piping plover, American oystercatcher, colonial nesting waterbirds, sea turtles, and the seabeach amaranth. The protocols provide detailed guidance for conservation of each species including topics such as closures, surveying, monitoring frequency and methodology, and identification of specific habitat needs and potential key threats. Please refer to Appendix A for the detailed management recommendations for the protocols.

ORV Management

		Options

		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?



		1.A. Designation of ORV Routes



		1.A.1 Designate all existing ramps, interdunal roads, and beach corridors that are currently open to ORV use as ORV routes. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.A.2 Reconfigure existing ORV access system by designating different, additional, or fewer ORV access ramps, interdunal roads and beach corridors as ORV routes.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.B. Designation of Passive Recreation and Resource Protection Areas



		1.B.1 Continue with current options for ORVs and pedestrians (ORVs and pedestrians are prohibited in all resource closures. Seasonal and safety closures exclude ORVs but allow pedestrian use (status quo).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.B.2 Provide predictability for visitors by designating ORV and passive recreation use areas with non-adjustable boundaries.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.B.3 Provide flexibility by designating ORV and passive recreation use areas with adjustable boundaries (e.g. if an ORV route is closed temporarily because of a full beach resource closure, the park could temporarily extend ORV use into a nearby passive recreation area to help offset the closure).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.B.4 Redefine areas open to ORVs and pedestrians on a seasonal or year-round basis.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.B.5 Develop and define consistent names for designations of closures (e.g., seasonal closure, safety closure, resource closure).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1C. Consistent Management Approach for Beaches in Front of Villages



		1.C.1 Continue May 15 – September 15 seasonal ORV closures in front of all villages. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.C.2 Adjust May 15 – September 15 seasonal ORV closures in front of all villages to decrease time of closure.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.C.3 Expand duration of seasonal ORV closures in front of all villages (e.g., from May 1 – October 15).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.C.4 Establish year-round ORV closures on the beach in front of the villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.C.5 Expand passive recreation areas for a set distance (e.g., 1/2 mile or 1 mile) on either side of each village to provide pedestrians access to undeveloped non-ORV areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.C.6 Open all beaches in front of all villages to ORVs outside of the seasonal ORV closure dates.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.C.7 Establish/increase parking on the edge of each village.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.D. Village-Specific Management Approach for Beaches in Front of Villages



		1.D.1 Establish village-specific dates for seasonal ORV closures in front of villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.D.2 Establish year-round ORV closures on the beach in front of some, but not all, villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.D.3 Expand passive recreation areas (e.g., 1/2 mile, 1 mile) on either side of some, but not all, villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.D.4 Evaluate and expand parking on a village-by-village basis.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.E. Consistent Management Approach for Beaches in Front of NPS Campgrounds and for Lifeguarded Beaches



		1.E.1 Designate passive recreation areas in front of all campgrounds during the summer season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.E.2 Designate passive recreation areas in front of lifeguarded beaches during the summer season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.E.3 Designate an ORV pass through corridor (no parking) in front of campgrounds on the upper beach, and designate the lower beach as a passive recreation area (e.g., pedestrians, sunbathers, beachcombers, anglers, surfers, etc.).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.F. Case-by-Case Management Approach for Beaches in Front of NPS Campgrounds and Lifeguarded Beaches



		1.F.1 Continue status quo for lifeguarded beaches i.e., Coquina Beach closed to ORVs during summer season from Nags Head Village line to south of Ramp 2, and closed to ORV during winter season as a safety closure from Nags Head Village line to Ramp 2 (open south of Ramp 2 in winter); Buxton lifeguarded beach closed to ORVs in the summer and Hatteras Island lighthouse area closed to ORVs in the winter; Ocracoke lifeguarded beach closed to ORVs within the campground during the summer, and open to ORV use in the winter use when the campground is not open to visitors. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.F.2 Continue “status quo” for campgrounds (i.e., beach in front of Oregon Inlet Campground, Cape Point Campground, Frisco Campground open to ORV use year round; beach in front of Ocracoke Campground closed to ORV use during the summer season and open to ORV use during the winter season when the campground is closed to visitors). (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.F.3 Redefine which areas in front of NPS campgrounds and which lifeguarded beaches are open or closed to ORV use during the camping and lifeguard season on a case-by-case basis.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.G. “Cell System” of ORV Routes to Facilitate Access Around Closed Areas



		1.G.1 Add more ORV access ramps (no more than 2 miles apart) where NC-12 parallels the beach to facilitate access around full beach ORV closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.G.2 Provide strategically located interdunal roads or bypasses (e.g., at spits and Cape Point-South Beach area) where NC-12 is not parallel to the beach. Designate a sufficient number of “cross over” routes to connect the interdunal route to the beach and facilitate access around full beach ORV closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.  Improve ORV Routes and Provision of Additional Amenities



		1.H.1 Improve routine maintenance of access ramps.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.2 Improve or redesign “difficult” ramps where inexperienced ORV operators often get bogged down (e.g., Ramp 4 and Ramp 49).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.3 Provide more pull-outs on long, narrow ramps and interdunal roads to facilitate vehicles passing.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.4 Provide adequate parking/staging areas at ORV access ramps to allow for airing down of vehicles before driving on the beach and to reduce congestion at ramp entrances.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.5 Improve signing of ramps, both on the beach and at the intersection of the ramp with the paved roadway.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.6 Provide permanent restroom facilities (e.g., sweet-smelling vault toilets) and trash disposal containers at high-use access ramps.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.7 Work with local businesses to provide air stations near major ORV ramps, or install air stations in the Seashore if unavailable locally.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.H.8 Address drainage problems, where feasible, to minimize the size and duration of closures due to flooding.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.I.  Beach Access Alternatives to ORV Use 



		1.I.1 Expand existing parking lots on NPS land and provide boardwalks from lots to the beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





		1.I.2 Build additional parking lots at strategic locations, such as adjacent to the villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.I.3 Provide parking and pedestrian access at some/all ORV access ramps.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.I.4 Work with Dare County to identify and increase public parking for beach access within the Hatteras Island villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.I.5 Establish alternative transportation for Seashore visitors in sensitive resource areas such as Cape Point, Hatteras Spit, Bodie Island Spit, and South Point on Ocracoke Island. Alternative transportation could include:  beach shuttles (e.g.. authorize operators to shuttle visitors around closures) or boat shuttles to spits near marinas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.J. Access for Commercial Fishing



		1.J.1 Allow commercial fishing permit holders to use ORVs for fishing access in seasonal and safety closures but not resource closures. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.J.2 Revise types of closures commercial fishermen may enter with ORVs.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.J.3 If passive recreation areas are designated, allow commercial fishermen access through them by ORVs consistently through the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.J.4 If passive recreation areas are designated, restrict commercial fishermen access through them by ORVs consistently through the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		1.J.5 If passive recreation areas are designated, allow or restrict commercial fishermen access through them by ORVs on an area-specific basis.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





ORV Management


Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Education and Outreach

		Options




		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?



		2.A. Education and Outreach on ORV Management and Related Resource Protection Issues



		2.A.1 Provide information about endangered species at the visitor centers. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.2 Provide educational and outreach materials regarding the impacts of trash disposal, wildlife feeding, fireworks, and pets on sensitive resources at the Seashore. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.3 Notify the public of species management closures that temporarily limit ORV traffic, which would include sending a press release to local and regional newspapers and contacting local tackle shops and ORV organizations when species closures are established or reopened. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.4 Provide information to local shops, the Seashore website, and the local cable TV channel.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.5 Hire more park rangers to provide additional informal education/stewardship.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.6 Expand the “Know Your Park” speaker series to include programs on ORV management and related resource protection issues.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.7 Improve signage in the Seashore so beach closures and Seashore resource information is readily available and presented in a clear manner to the public.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.A.8 Partner with other federal, state and local government agencies to develop and distribute joint information about ORV use and protection of beach resources.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.B. Education and Outreach for Local Interest Groups and Other Interested Citizens



		2.B.1 Solicit from interested parties how to convey information about the species management program. (status quo)



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.B.2 Work with local organizations and businesses to ensure wider distribution of ORV and resource protection information.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.B.3 Encourage the Visitors Bureau and local tackle shops to link their websites to the Seashore’s website to ensure different segments of the visiting public have up-to-date information on beach closures and, if an ORV permitting system is developed,  ORV permitting information.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.B.4 Work with ORV groups to develop and implement an ORV operator training program.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.B.5 Develop a user-friendly ORV educational program (e.g., video, DVD, or on-line) that could be self-administered at a variety of outlets such as tackle shops, welcome centers, and NPS offices.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.B.6 Encourage ORV groups to provide beach driving information at key access ramps (e.g., Ramp 4) to help novice drivers.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C. Resource Oriented Education and Outreach Programs Relevant to ORV Management and Protection of Beach Resources



		2.C.1 Conduct educational programs during the sea turtle hatching season where public school students could learn about sea turtles by participating in post-hatching nest examinations. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.2 Provide information to the public about nesting sea turtles and measures taken by the Seashore to protect nests and hatchlings. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.3 Post information about seabeach amaranth at all ORV ramp bulletin boards. (status quo)



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.4 Provide roving interpreters at key beach driving locations to provide information on beach driving rules and beach resource protection.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.5 Establish an “adopt a beach” program with local schools or community groups.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.6 Conduct community clean-ups at known breeding areas right before pre-nesting management begins (before the birds arrive). Partner with the Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts on projects (e.g., an eagle scout project for maintaining closures).




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.7 Involve local environmental groups, such as the Audubon Society, to lead bird-watching tours.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.8 Partner with a local business organization to develop information on resource-based business opportunities.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.9 Increase NPS involvement in local festivals to provide information on ORV use and beach resource protection (e.g., continue Seashore participation in Wings Over Water, participate in resource oriented festivals with a focus on the Seashore such as Wildfest).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.10 Submit a weekly article about Seashore resource issues (e.g., notes from the Superintendent) to the local newspaper.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.11 Provide a workshop for store owners on beach driving and resource stewardship to help improve the knowledge of species life history and reasons for protection.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.12 Create an “adopt a plover” program and partner with universities and schools to shadow NPS biotechnical staff.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.13 Implement more educational programs in local schools and expand the Junior Ranger program to include more web-based options to interest youth in Seashore resources and stewardship.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		2.C.14 If an ORV permit system is developed, include an educational component in the permitting process to promote better beach stewardship and safe beach driving practices.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Education and Outreach


Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Law Enforcement

		Options




		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?



		3.A.1 Enforce proper trash disposal (pack in/pack out) and anti wildlife-feeding regulations throughout the Seashore. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.2 Provide periodic nighttime patrols to observe and enforce compliance with regulations and closures. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.3 Maintain a 10 mph speed limit for essential use vehicles. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.4 Increase visitor access to information on beach driving requirements.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.5 Ensure enforcement has an educational component (e.g., provide equipment for education, video).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.6 Standardize signage on all ramps and explain the regulations in place at the Seashore so visitors understand what is considered a violation.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.7 Provide signage at Seashore entrances so visitors are aware when they enter the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.8 Increase presence of law enforcement (LE) personnel on the beach by increasing staffing, as funding allows, and by improving schedules and assignment of existing LE staff.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.9 Increase emphasis on patrolling resource closures and issuing violations for resource closure violations.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.10 Adjust fines for violations to improve compliance.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.11 Raise fines, especially related to dog off-leash and alcohol violations.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.12 Lower fines for the first dog off-leash offense, but increase fines for second offense to encourage citing people with dogs off-leash and reporting of violations. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.13 Use a tiered fine system for all offenses starting with a lower fine for the first offense, increasing with each subsequent offense.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.14 Reduce current Seashore-wide speed limit from 25 mph to 15 mph year-round.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.15 Provide electronic speed signs (“posted speed limit” vs. “your speed” signs) at congested locations.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.16 Selectively do radar enforcement of speed limits on congested beaches.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.17 Prohibit beach fires from 11 pm to 5 am.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.18 Close beaches to ORV use from 11 pm to 5 am year-round.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.19 Limit the number of vehicles allowed in highly congested areas during high visitation weekends (when one vehicle leaves, another vehicle is allowed entry).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.20 Prohibit alcohol Seashore-wide.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.21 Enlist citizens as volunteers to provide information (including the beach ambassador programs) regarding rules and regulations of the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.22 Establish and publicize a phone number the public can use to report violations on the beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.23 If an ORV permit system is developed, educate permit holders to ensure they are aware of the regulations before they operate ORVs at the Seashore. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		3.A.24 If an ORV permit system is developed, revoke beach access permits for serious violations.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Law Enforcement


Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

ORV Permits

		Options




		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?






		4.A. Establishment of a Permit System 



		4.A.1 Continue option of allowing vehicular beach access without requiring permits. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.A.2 Establish a permit system for ORV use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.B. Permit Requirements (if a permit system is implemented)



		4.B.1 Require permit applicants to watch an informational video before they are issued a permit. The video would provide education on Seashore resources and proper ORV driving techniques.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.B.2 Develop a “drivers test” that would be required before issuance of permit. The permit applicant would need to take this test after viewing a video either in person or on-line.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.B.3 Provide a permit sticker that would be placed on the ORV bumper for annual permits, a mirror hanger for weekly permits. A visible permit on the vehicles would encourage peer pressure and reporting of non-permitted vehicles.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.B.4 Require all ORV permit holders to carry a signed copy of the rules and regulations while operating an ORV on the beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.B.5 Assign permit to the vehicle.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.B.6 Assign permit to the operator.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.C.  Permit Distribution (if a permit system is implemented)



		4.C.1 Issue permits only at NPS offices to ensure completion of education component.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.C.2 Make permits readily available through tackle shops, other businesses, NPS offices, and/or the Outer Banks Visitors Bureau or other welcome centers.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.C.3 Make permits available on-line.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.C.4 Use the North Carolina saltwater fishing license system as a model for distributing ORV permits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.C.5 Develop a computer-administered system for ORV permitting that allows the NPS to gather demographic information on permit buyers.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.C.6 Construct a system of kiosk stations that issue ORV permits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.  Permit Fees and Types (if a permit system is implemented)



		4.D.1 Issue only annual permits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.2 Issue both annual and two-week permits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.3 Do not charge a permit fee.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.4 Charge a permit fee based on duration of permit.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.5 Establish fee permits for congested areas only; ORV users of “non-congested areas” would obtain free permits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.6 Base permit fees on “cost recovery” for administering and distributing the permits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.7 Base permit fees on “cost recovery” for administering the entire ORV management program including additional ranger vehicles, research to establish carrying capacity standards and indicators, research on the effects of ORVs, monitoring, additional and improved fish cleaning stations, or any other element included in an ORV management plan.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.D.8 Adjust permit fees periodically (e.g., every 3 years) based on administrative costs.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.E. Permit Quantity (if a permit system is implemented) 



		4.E.1 Issue an unlimited number of permits Note: Site specific capacity limits on the number of vehicles in congested areas could apply (see option 4.E.3).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.E.2 Limit the total number of permits issued.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.E.3 Limit the number of vehicles on the beach, such as in congested areas, at any one time instead of limiting the number of permits issued.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.E.4 Issue permits for Seashore-wide access.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.E.5 Issue permits for site-specific access.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.E.6 Apply limits on numbers of permits or vehicles only to congested areas (e.g., spits and Cape Point). Areas would be managed adaptively so if visitation at currently non-congested areas increased, these areas could be added.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.F. Other Permit System Options (if a permit system is implemented)



		4.F.1 Establish an education component for natural resource awareness and understanding of the Seashore regulations as a requirement for obtaining a permit.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.F.2 Work with local organizations to provide beach driving training related to permitting.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.F.3 Revoke permits for certain violations (drunk driving, unsafe operation, resource closure entry); permits would be revoked for the remainder of the permit year.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.F.4 Issue different permits for each island (color coded) to consider different carrying capacities for different islands.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.F.5 Use a permit system as an educational tool requiring a contact, possibly on-line, so education and information can be provided.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		4.F.6 Provide a built-in periodic review process (2-5 years) to determine if the permitting system is functioning correctly. The system would be adaptive so NPS can react to increasing demand and Seashore use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





ORV Permits


Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Other ORV Management Issues

		Options




		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?



		5.A. Carrying Capacity



		5.A.1 Do not establish an ORV carrying capacity for the Seashore. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.2 Establish an ORV carrying capacity for the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.3 Establish an ORV carrying capacity for heavy use areas at the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.4 Develop indicators for determining an ORV carrying capacity for the Seashore.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.5 Determine how many vehicles could fit at a certain beach and restrict further beach access once this number is reached.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.6 Limit numbers such that ORVs can be parked on the beach in a single row for safety reasons. For example, if up to 21 ft. of space were allowed per vehicle (21:1), which is sufficient for most vehicles to open doors on both sides and still have room between vehicles, a one mile section of beach could hold approximately 250 vehicles parked one deep perpendicular to the beach. The ratio (21:1) could differ for high use areas and lower use areas. The capacity of an area could vary based on the current amount of beach accessible to beach driving, which may vary due to closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.7 Allow for more capacity in certain areas. For example, designate Cape Point a sport fishing area and allow cars to park two deep. Users in this area would expect it to be crowded and could go to a lower capacity area for other uses.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.8 During special events, limit access to no more participants than the ORV carrying capacity allows.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.9 Determine ORV capacity based on peak use and reevaluate this level occasionally to determine where this use occurs.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.10 Base ORV capacity on the resource conditions. Determine the level of activity tolerated by Seashore species to determine this level of use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.11 Determine an ORV carrying capacity based on the effort required for law enforcement (LE) vs. available LE resources to preserve quality and safety.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.12 Limit or prohibit vehicles at the spits and Cape Point during the breeding season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.13 Regulate types of vehicles on the beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.14 Provide the ability to adjust an established ORV carrying capacity as the Seashore becomes more crowded.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.A.15 Issue night fishing permits for a limited number of consecutive nights in any one area.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B. Sanitation/Waste Management



		5.B.1 Evaluate dumpster locations and provide predator-proof dumpsters.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.2 Evaluate portable toilet locations and provide portable toilets at high use ORV access ramps.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.3 Provide dumpsters and restroom facilities only in developed areas (e.g., adjacent to parking lots) and not at trail heads or boat launch areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.4 Relocate dumpsters, portable toilets and fish cleaning tables away from sensitive resource areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.5 Implement a trash cleanup plan and educational program.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.6 Initiate a “trash-free” Seashore program (Leave No Trace), such as used at the C&O Canal and other parks.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.7 Provide a mechanized on-site waste disposal system, such as grinding, at all fish cleaning stations to replace trash cans. Provide the infrastructure to get the waste into the disposal system so fish waste is not put into trash cans or dumpsters or discarded into the environment.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.B.8 Require vehicle operators to carry a personal waste disposal device and institute a pack in/pack out policy, including human waste.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.C.  Accessibility 



		5.C.1 Provide access for the disabled in accordance with appropriate guidelines (found at Accessboard.gov). (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.C.2 Issue a special use permit for areas in front of the villages to allow ORVs to drop disabled visitors off at the beach and then return the vehicle back to the street. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.C.3 Provide beach wheelchairs that can be checked out at each Ranger District. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.C.4 Retrofit existing boardwalks with accessible ramps to provide more opportunities for disabled persons to access or view the beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.C.5 Allow disabled visitors to take vehicles into areas closed to vehicles, except resource closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		5.C.6 If passive recreation areas are established, allow disabled visitors to take vehicles into some, but not all, to provide for some completely vehicle-free areas where viewscape/soundscape/ solitude/natural experience have been identified as important to the visitor experience for that passive recreation area.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Other ORV Management Issues


Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Species Protection

		Options

		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?






		6.A. Establish Resource Protection Areas, Closures, and Buffers



		6.A.1 Establish closures for American oystercatchers when a territory is established or a nest is located, beginning March 15. Remove closures when areas have been abandoned for a two week period. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.2 Establish closures in recent breeding areas for piping plover that are adapted to current habitat and physiographic conditions with symbolic fencing on April 1. Remove closures if no bird activity is seen by July 15 or when the area has been abandoned for a 2-week period, which ever comes later. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.3 Establish a 150-foot buffer around piping plovers observed in courtship or copulations outside an existing closure. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.4 Establish a 150-foot buffer/closure around piping plover nests occurring outside existing closures and expand closures when necessary, using flexible increments dependent on bird behavior. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.5 Establish a buffer/closure for  American Oystercatcher nests based on the adults reaction to human disturbance. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.6 Establish a buffer/closure of 150-feet to 300-feet around colonial waterbird nests or colonies, based on observed bird behavior, while maintaining the ORV pedestrian corridor. (status quo) 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.7 Establish closures for colonial nesting waterbirds when a territory is established or a nest located, beginning May 1. Remove closures when areas have been abandoned for a two week period. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.8 Establish a buffer, based on bird behavior and suitable habitat, around territorial or courting American oystercatcher and colonial waterbirds outside of existing closures. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.9 Establish a 30-foot by 30-foot closure around seabeach amaranth found between April 15 and November 30 (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.10 Establish buffers around unfledged chicks. For piping plover the buffer would be a minimum of 600-feet on either side of the brood and may require expansion up to 3,000 feet, and for American oystercatcher and colonial nesting waterbirds, establish a 150-foot to 300-foot buffer for unfledged chicks. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.11 Close resource protection areas during breeding season. Resource areas would be closed to ORV use during these times. Pedestrians would still have access to these areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.12 Adopt some or all of the interim protected species management strategy actions.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.13 Use the interim protected species management strategy as a starting point. Identify limitations/concerns with it and revise accordingly.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.14 Assimilate USGS protocol Option B or C to determine resource areas and buffer distances for colonial nesting birds (for more detail on the USGS protocols, see Appendix A).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.15 Assimilate USGS protocol Option A to determine resource areas and buffer distances for American oystercatcher (for more detail on the USGS protocols, see Appendix A).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.16 Assimilate USGS protocol Option A or B to determine resource areas and buffer distances for piping plover (for more detail on the USGS protocols, see Appendix A).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.17 Provide the flexibility to “un-designate” and reopen a resource area through adaptive management if it ceases to be suitable habitat or to designate a new area that has become suitable habitat.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.18 Simplify resource closures so they are easier and less staff intensive to implement (e.g., close west of Cape Point to Salt Pond Road from April 1 to August 31).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.19 Establish larger closures for piping plover instead of the minimum buffer so that dawn to dusk monitoring may not be needed.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.20 Establish pre-nesting closures (i.e., before birds arrive) for American oystercatcher and colonial waterbirds in previously used areas that are used regularly, if the site still contains suitable habitat (e.g., area between Ramps 23 and 27 and between Ramps 27 and 30).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.21 Close all resting/roosting and foraging habitats used by non-breeding piping plovers, including soundside wet sand or mud flats near inlets, margins of ephemeral pool or pond habitats, and adjacent upland sandy dune or beach within 50 meters to ORVs and recreation activity.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.22 Establish pre-nesting closures for piping plover in suitable habitat used during the last 10 years. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.23 Establish pre-nesting closures for American oystercatcher and colonial waterbirds used during the past 3 years outside areas on spits/points already closed for piping plover nesting.  As more data becomes available, the definition of historical habitat would be expanded, up to a maximum of 10 years. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.24 Establish a 150-foot buffer around American oystercatcher and colonial waterbirds exhibiting territorial or courting behaviors.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.25 Establish a 300-400 foot buffer around American oystercatcher nests.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.26 Establish a 300-foot buffer around unfledged American oystercatcher chicks that moves with the brood.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.27 Establish a 600-foot buffer around unfledged American oystercatcher chicks that moves with the brood.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.28 Establish a 300-foot buffer around colonial waterbird nests at the outside edge of the colony (if only least terns are present in the colony). Establish a 600-foot buffer from the outside edge of the colony if other term species or black skimmer nests are present in the colony. 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.29 Establish a 300-foot buffer around unfledged colonial waterbird chicks at the outside edge of the colony (if only least terns are present in the colony). Establish a 600-foot buffer from the outside edge of the colony if other tern species or black skimmer nests are present in the colony.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.A.30 Close the beach between Ramp 23 and Ramp 27 as a resource area to protect nesting areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B. Establish ORV Routes or Passive Recreation Areas Based on Resource Protection 



		6.B.1 Designate a 100-foot-wide ORV and pedestrian corridor. Outside the ORV corridor, prohibit pedestrian access to breeding areas beyond the symbolic fencing. Delineate the corridor with posts placed up to 100 feet above the high tide line. In areas of reduced corridor width (i.e., narrower than 100 feet), post a reduced speed limit of 10 mph. (status quo)



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.2 Establish criteria for designating ORV routes where there would be the least conflict with resources.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.3 Close some resource areas year-round to the public for all uses.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.4 Establish non-kite boarding zones around resource areas (i.e., have no-launch zones in locations where kite boards, if launched there, might travel into the resource areas). Partner with the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission to establish regulations for kite boarding in waters adjacent to high priority resource areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.5 Give more protection to the resource area by reducing the width of the ORV corridor adjacent to it. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.6 Limit or prohibit vehicles at the spits and Cape Point during breeding season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.7 Identify areas and routes with fewest resource conflicts during the breeding season as open to ORV use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.8 Prohibit ORVs and pedestrians in all resource protection closures. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.9 Expand the areas where ORV use is permitted during times of extensive resource closures 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.B.10 Protect the area 10 meters seaward from the toe of the dune by placing it outside of the ORV corridor, except for those few areas where the beach is so narrow that it would preclude an ORV corridor. 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C. Options for Spits and Cape Point/South Beach



		6.C.1 Designate specific resource areas (i.e., bird habitat areas) and set aside these areas for resource protection. These areas could include: South Point, Cape Point, South Beach, the north end of Ocracoke, and all spits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C.2 Maintain east side access to Cape Point to the extent possible. Designate west of Cape Point to Salt Pond Road or Ramp 45 as a year-round or seasonal resource area that would be closed to ORVs.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C.3 Implement a rest and rotation system at certain locations such as Hatteras Spit. Under this system the soundside could be open to ORV use in the summer while the oceanside would be closed for species protection. In the winter this could be reversed and the soundside would be closed to ORV use and the oceanside open, providing the more sheltered soundside shoreline to wintering and migrating birds as a place to forage. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C.4 Close certain spits to all public use during part of the year (April 1 to August 15 or when the last birds fledge, including terns) or year-round.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C.5 Close certain spits to ORVs and pets during part of the year (April 1 to August 15 or when the last birds fledge, including terns).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C.6 Designate one or more of the spits or Cape Point to be closed year-round to all access.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.C.7 Designate one or more of the spits or Cape Point to be closed year-round to ORV access. Area would be open to pedestrian access outside of breeding season. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D. Management Tools Related to Sea Turtles



		6.D.1 Encourage concessioners to install turtle friendly lighting (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.2 Establish turtle-friendly lighting standards for all Seashore (NPS) structures (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.3 Establish an approximately 30 feet by 30 feet buffer around sea turtle nests. Approximately 50 to 55 days into incubation, expand closure to the surfline (status quo).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.4 Restrict or prohibit night driving during turtle nesting season dusk to dawn.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.5 Restrict or prohibit night driving during turtle nesting season throughout the Seashore between 8:00 pm and 5:00 am from June 1 to August 31.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.6 Issue night fishing permits to allow nighttime ORV use for fishing access under certain circumstances.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.7 Create an “adopt a turtle nest” volunteer program.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.D.8 Work with Dare County to develop turtle friendly lighting standards in the villages and create incentives for voluntary compliance. Support program with educational component.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.E. Regulate Pet Access



		6.E.1 Pets must be crated, caged, restrained on a leash or otherwise physically confined at all times in all areas of the Seashore. (status quo)



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.E.2 Allow pets on a leash in all locations except within resource protection closures. (status quo)



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.E.3 Prohibit pets at spits and Cape Point during breeding season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.E.4 Provide a minimum 300 foot additional buffer distance for bird resource closures for locations where pets are permitted.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.E.5 Prohibit pets everywhere but in developed areas (lighthouses, historic districts, etc.).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.F. Implement Additional Research Programs



		6.F.1 Develop a local program with USFWS to band and track piping plovers to improve identification of breeding pairs and obtain a long-term analysis on the effect of ORVs and other factors on piping plover.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.F.2 Conduct local research to determine causes of piping plover chick mortality.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.F.3 Conduct local research to determine the impact of ORVs on the beach ecosystem as a whole (e.g., food sources).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.F.4 Experiment with a year-round closure in one prime bird area to let natural processes take place.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.F.5 Work with USFWS, other national seashores, and state wildlife agencies to develop shorebird websites so agencies and the public can track migration up and down the coast of tagged shorebirds.




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G. Other Tools Related to Species Protection



		6.G.1 Continue existing predator management activities including trapping predators for removal and surveying around nests for signs of predators and erecting predator exclosures around nests with eggs (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G.2 Prohibit all fireworks in the Seashore at all times. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G.3 Prohibit kite flying, kite boards, and ball and Frisbee tossing within or above all bird closures. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G.4 Identify opportunities for habitat restoration or enhancement.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G.5 Conduct controlled habitat restoration research using spoil from dredging to cover a vegetated area and create new habitat if funding and the opportunity were available, but not as a scheduled action.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G.6 Increase core resource management staffing on a year-round basis, instead of relying so heavily on seasonal employees.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		6.G.7 Turn over management of bird habitat areas to USFWS under an interagency agreement.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Species Protection


Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Site Specific Management: Bodie Island Ranger District

		Options




		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?






		7.A. Ramp 1 to Ramp 4



		7.A.1 Establish passive recreation area from Ramp 1 to Ramp 2 to ORV use year round. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.A.2 Continue seasonal ORV closure from Ramp 2 to approximately 0.5 mile south of Ramp 2. Create a new ramp at mile 2.5 to facilitate ORV access during the summer season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.A.3 Reduce the seasonal ORV closure to 0.1 mile south of Ramp 2 to provide more ORV area to offset areas closed at Bodie Island Spit during the breeding season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.A.4 Establish the 0.5 mile between Ramp 2 and a newly established Ramp 2.5 as a year-round, passive recreation area.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.A.5 Expand existing parking areas around Ramps 1 and 2 and provide pedestrian access to the beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B. Ramp 4 to Bodie Island Spit 



		7.B.1 Continue current practice of open access, subject to resource closures and weather/tide conditions. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.2 Allow ORV use from Ramp 4 to Oregon Inlet year round.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.3 Close spit to ORV use during breeding season or summer months.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.4 Close a portion of the spit year round to ORV use. Allow pedestrian access, except in resource closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.5 Close the whole spit to ORV use year round. Allow pedestrian access, except in resource closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.6 Increase parking area at Ramp 4.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.7 Establish an interdunal road from Ramp 4 to the open flats near the bait pond to provide ORV access to spit when beach is impassible.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.B.8 Establish 0.5 - 0.75 mile boardwalk from Ramp 4 through marsh area for pedestrians and anglers to access the spit.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.C. Expand Pedestrian Areas 



		7.C.1 Expand passive recreation area from Ramp 1 south to mile marker (MM) 2.25.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.C.2 Establish a passive recreation area from Ramp 4 north to MM 3.75 to establish a passive recreation area in front of the campground.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.D. Expand ORV Routes in Winter



		7.D.1 Provide an ORV corridor from Ramp 1 to the inlet during the winter time when the bathhouse is closed, the campground is closed and, at present, there are few pedestrians.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.E. Establish an Entrance Station for Either Fee Collection or Capacity Control



		7.E.1 Staff a year-round entrance station at Ramp 4 that provides capacity control for an established number of vehicles at any one point in time and/or provides education.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.E.2 If the entrance is for capacity control, access from Ramp 2 (or the alternate Ramp 2.5 in option A) would be controlled/closed.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.E.3 Charge an ORV entrance fee at Ramp 4 year-round, to pay for the entrance station staff.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.E.4 Establish an ORV carrying capacity from Ramp 4 to the spit and enforce the capacity on a first come/first serve basis or by issuing permits for the area.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.F. Provide Soundside Access



		7.F.1 Open the existing road behind the lighthouse to ORV use and designate a parking capacity to provide for kayaking and canoeing in this area to address the limited soundside access on Bodie Island.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.F.2 Provide better access to “Kite Point” (i.e., Salvo day use area) for ORVs.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.F.3 Identify and establish other soundside access points and parking areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.G. Provide ORV Access Seasonally



		7.G.1 Establish passive recreation area in front of Avon, Frisco, and Salvo during the summer, open to ORV use other times of the year – located in both the Bodie and Hatteras Ranger Districts. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.G.2 Continue the seasonal ORV closure from Ramp 1, south of Ramp 2 consistent with the seasonal ORV closure dates in front of the villages.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.G.3 Open the entire beach on Bodie Island (i.e., Ramp 1 to Oregon Inlet) to ORV use during the winter time.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.H. Provide Larger Parking Lots in the Tri-village Area and Establish Passive Recreation Areas



		7.H.1 Increase parking at Ramp 23. Area north of the parking lot would be a passive recreation area and ORV use would be permitted in the area south of the ramp.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.H.2 Add parking and a boardwalk between Ramps 23 and 27, with pedestrian access only on these ramps.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.H.3 Provide restroom and/or bathhouse facilities at Ramps 23 and/or 27.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.H.4 Close to ORV use from Ramp 23 to one mile north of Ramp 27 year-round; expanding the parking lot at Ramp 23 and create a passive recreation area (this area is not a high ORV use area and the number of cottages is expanding).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.I. Alternative Transportation



		7.I.1 Establish alternative transportation systems in areas with sensitive resources, such as Bodie Island Spit to provide access when the spit is otherwise inaccessible by ORVs or by foot, such as could happen during breeding season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.I.2 Increase parking at the Oregon Inlet fishing center and establish a water taxi/shuttle service that would operate under a Commercial Use Authorization to transport visitors to the spit at Oregon Inlet when it is otherwise inaccessible by land.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		7.J. Increase ORV Access Whenever Resource Closures Occur



		7.J.1 Increase ORV access elsewhere when there are resource closures at popular areas such as the spits and Cape Point. For example, increase ORV access north of Ramp 4 to some extent if/when resource closures at the spit reduce the amount of area open to ORV use. This is most applicable to the summer season when both resource use of habitat and Seashore visitation are high.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Site Specific Management: Bodie Island Ranger District

Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Site Specific Management: Hatteras Island Ranger District

		Options

		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?






		8.A. Establish ORV Use Areas and Passive Recreation Areas (Either Seasonal or Year-round)



		8.A.1 Establish a year-round ORV use area from Ramp 27 to Ramp 30. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.2 Establish a passive recreation area seasonally in the summer around Ramp 43 in front of the life guarded beach. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.3 Establish an ORV use area from Ramp 43 to Cape Point year-round. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.4 Establish a passive recreation area from Frisco to Ramp 55, which is currently closed for safety reasons. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.5 Establish an ORV use area from Ramp 55 to Hatteras Inlet. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.6 Continue the current ORV corridor from Ramp 55 on the beach and along Pole Road/Spur Road to end of the spit for ORV use when no resource closures or storm related safety closures are present.  (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.7 Leave Ramp 23 open and add additional parking for pedestrians as this area does not presently have heavy ORV use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.8 Close Ramp 23 to 1 mile north of Ramp 27 to ORV use and establish a passive recreation area year-round. In addition, expand parking at Ramp 23 and close the ramp.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.9 Establish a seasonal passive recreation area in front of the tri-village area south to one mile north of Ramp 27. Close seasonally to ORV use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.10 Establish a year-round passive recreation area in front of the tri-village area south to one mile north of Ramp 27. Close year-round to ORV use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.11 Designate an ORV corridor from 1 mile north of Ramp 27 to Ramp 34.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.12 Designate a passive recreation area from Ramp 34 north of Avon to Ramp 38 south of Avon.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.13 Close Ramp 34 to Ramp 43 to ORV access (this area includes villages). Close Ramp 38 to ORV access and expand parking.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.14 Continue the current ORV corridor from Ramp 43 to Cape Point to Ramp 49, subject to resource closures and storm/tide related closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.15 Provide a passive recreation area north of Ramp 49 in front of Frisco Campground. Allow ORVs to pass through (no parking) on the upper beach to access beaches to the north.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.16 Expand the parking areas on the access road to the Frisco campground for additional parking. This option would include providing fencing and signage around the airstrip to keep pedestrians out of this area for safety reasons.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.17 Manage the beach between Ramp 49 and Ramp 55 (in front of Frisco and Hatteras Villages) consistent with the approach selected for other village beaches.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.18 Designate the area between Ramp 49 and Ramp 55 a passive recreation area and close it to ORV use.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.19 Close the sound shoreline access from Cable Crossing to Spur Road outlet during the winter season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.20 Close both ocean and soundside shoreline areas to ORV access south/west of the Spur Road to the end of the spit year-round establishing a passive recreation area.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.A.21 Close the ocean shoreline south of Spur Road to the inlet to ORV use during the breeding season.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.B.  Establish an Interdunal Road from Ramp 44 to Ramp 49



		8.B.1 Establish an Interdunal Road from Ramp 44 to Ramp 49 that would be used only as an alternate route when there is a complete beach closure on South Beach.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.B.2 Establish an Interdunal Road from Ramp 44 to Ramp 49 to be open seasonally, with beach access subject to resource closures and storm/tide related safety closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.B.3 Establish an Interdunal Road from Ramp 44 to Ramp 49 that would be open all the time, with beach access subject to resource closures and storm/tide related safety closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.C.  Provide Additional Soundside Access and Parking



		8.C.1 Expand the parking lot and close Ramps 58 and 59 (soundside ramps) at Canadian Hole (Kite Point). The road to the parking lot would be paved with shell and clay, with the road leading to the expanded parking lot. ORV access would not be permitted beyond this road and parking lot.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.C.2 Maintain Ramps 57 and 60 for ORV access, but replace and upgrade signs showing where ORV use is allowed and use bollards or another method to keep ORVs on the established path and mitigate the resource damage currently occurring at Ramp 57.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.C.3 Formalize and designate approved ORV access routes. Close inappropriate ORV access routes and provide alternatives for parking.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.C.4 Provide better signage to indicate the old 4-wheel drive spur roads are closed at Little Kinnakeet Ramp

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.C.5 Provide barriers along the road to address the current situation of parking on vegetation and the expanding width of the road.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.D.  Provide Alternative Transportation



		8.D.1 Establish a beach shuttle service to provide controlled access to popular fishing areas such as Cape Point and Hatteras Spit at times if/when those areas are otherwise closed to ORV access due to resource protection closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		8.D.2 Establish a boat shuttle service from Hatteras Village to Hatteras Inlet during breeding season, if/when ORV and pedestrian access is otherwise precluded by resource closures.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Site Specific Management: Hatteras Island Ranger District

Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Site Specific Management: Ocracoke Island Ranger District

		Options

		Effectiveness

		Comments



		

		Is this an effective management option that meets the objectives of the plan?

		Please provide any additional comments on the option, including how this option could be changed or improved.  If you feel that this option would be more appropriate in one geographic area or areas than others, please state where, and why.  Also, if you answered “may be” or “not” effective, how would you suggest improving the option so that it would be more effective?






		9.A. Increase ORV Areas Seasonally



		9.A.1 Expand ORV access south of Ramp 59 from June through August to off-set crowding from resource closures elsewhere on the island.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.A.2 Allow ORV use areas to expand into passive recreation areas during resource closures at the spits.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.B. Provide Additional Soundside Access and Parking



		9.B.1 Formalize existing soundside access points. 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.B.2 Identify locations for additional parking and access to existing soundside beaches.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.B.3 Create a swim beach at the north end of the island on the soundside.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.C. Provide Alternate Routes and/or Alternative Transportation



		9.C.1 Increase the number of ramps, creating a “cell system” to allow for convenient alternate routes around resource closures in ORV areas.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.C.2 Provide alternative access to South Point if/when it is closed to ORV access.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.C.3 Operate a beach shuttle service between Ramp 72 and South Point.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.C.4 Operate a water taxi from Silver Lake Harbor to South Point.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.D. Establish Passive Recreation Areas



		9.D.1 Establish a passive recreation area from Ramp 70, near the airstrip, to Ramp 68 May to September. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.D.2 Establish a passive recreation area from Ramp 67 to Ramp 59 year-round. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.D.3 Establish a seasonal passive recreation area from Ramp 67 to Ramp 59.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.E. Establish ORV Use Areas



		9.E.1 Open Ramp 70 to the spit year-round to ORV use. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.E.2 Open Ramp 68 to Ramp 67 year-round to ORV use. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     



		9.E.3 Open Ramp 59 to north end of the island to ORV use. (status quo)

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Definitely effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 May be effective

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Not effective

		     





Site Specific Management: Ocracoke Island Ranger District

Please provide any additional comments you have regarding potential ORV management options below:


     

Appendix A

V. APPENDIX A:  Summary of U.S. Geological Survey Sensitive Species Protocols

U.S. Geological Survey Protocols – The U.S. Geological Servey Protocols for piping plover, American oystercatcher, colonial nesting birds, sea turtles, and seabeach amaranth provide three management options for each species, each offering varying levels of protection.  In general, these protocols recommend the following buffer distances for habitat closures to protect nests from disturbance at Cape Hatteras National Seashore. Additional specific management measures for each option that may increase or decrease these distances are described below for each species. 


		Species

		Buffer Distance (meters)



		Piping Plover

		50



		Least Tern

		100



		Other Colonial Waterbirds

		200



		American Oystercatcher

		150



		Sea Turtles

		50



		Seabeach Amaranth

		10






Piping Plover


Option A: Close all potential piping plover nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat (ocean and soundside intertidal zone and other MOSH (Moist substrate habitat, excluding high-wave energy intertidal zone. Particularly mud flats, sand flats, ephemeral pools, and shores of brackish ponds, ocean backshore, dunes, dry sand flats, overwashes and blowouts) to all recreation, 24 hours a day, year-round, at Bodie Island Spit, Cape Point, South Beach, Hatteras Spit, North Ocracoke, South Ocracoke. In other areas of the Seashore, there should be a zone of ocean backshore at least 10-meter wide and running the length of the site that is closed to recreation.  A 50-meter buffer zone should be placed around all nests to reduce the risk of damage by essential vehicles or monitors.  


Option B: Close all potential piping plover nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat (ocean and soundside intertidal zone and other MOSH, ocean backshore, dunes, dry sand flats, overwashes and blowouts) to ORV traffic, 24 hours a day year-round, as described under option A.  Permit pedestrians within a narrow corridor extending landward from the mean high tide line, from sunrise to sunset, on the oceanside only. Prohibit recreation at these sites from sundown to sunrise. Narrow or close the pedestrian corridor to provide a recreation-free buffer zone 50 meters wide (or the distance recommended for other avian species using the area, whichever is greatest) around all areas of MOSH, all overwash corridors, and any place that courtship behavior or scrapes are observed. Widen buffer to 100 meters any place that disturbance of plovers by recreation is observed, then to 200 meters if disturbance persists. Throughout the remainder of the Seashore, narrow the current 50-meter ORV corridor such that a zone of ocean backshore at least 10 meters wide and running the length of the site is free of ORV traffic. For nests, prohibit pedestrians from approaching within 50 meters of the nest, or the distance recommended for other avian species if any of them are nesting nearby (whichever is greatest). Expand buffer on a nest-by-nest basis if monitors determine 50 meters to be inadequate to prevent disturbance to a particular pair (first time expand to 100 meters, and then to 200 meters). If a monitor is unavailable to alter the buffer area, the beach should be closed for 200 meters around the nest until the fence can be restructured.  Within one week of the expected hatch date of a nest, prohibit ORVs in all plover habitat within 1,000 meters of the nest. After hatch, the closed area should be 1,000 meters on either side of the brood's center of activity. 


Option C:  Restrict all recreation to a 50 meter corridor on the ocean side, from the mean high tide line landward, from sunrise to sunset, in the areas described under option A. This corridor will be narrow enough to provide adequate nesting, foraging, and roosting habitat for piping plovers given the size and configuration of the habitat at these sites in 2005. Alteration of the habitat by storms or other natural processes may require a narrowing of the corridor, and at a minimum no recreation should be permitted in bay intertidal zone or other MOSH (except ocean intertidal zone), dunes, dry sand flats, overwashes and blowouts, and a 10-meter wide strip of ocean backshore. 


American Oystercatcher


Option A: Close all areas used by nesting and foraging American oystercatchers during the last 10 years to recreational activities from March 15 to August 15. Close winter roosting areas to recreation during times to be determined from winter roosting surveys in the future. Erect signs 200 meters from nests to warn personnel of the nesting pair and reduce disturbance in the area by other biologists, law enforcement, and managers. Move signs to boundaries of chick foraging areas after hatching so that the vast majority of foraging area is protected.

Option B: Close specific areas for nesting American oystercatchers in coordination with closure of beaches for nesting colonial waterbirds and piping plovers. Important nesting areas and ones that have been closed in the past for oystercatchers are Hatteras Island: Cape Point, South Beach, Hatteras Inlet; Bodie Island: Bodie Island flats; and Ocracoke Island: areas from Ramp 59 to Ramp 72 in addition to sites mentioned in option B for colonial waterbirds. Place signs 200 meters from nesting birds to warn persons of the nesting areas. Allow pedestrians only in oystercatcher territories and limit walking corridors to 50 meters from high tide line. 

Option C: Restrict all ORV and pedestrian recreation to a corridor within 50 meters of the oceanside mean high time line from sunrise to sunset at all sites used in the last 10 years by nesting American oystercatchers. This should be in effect from March 15 to August 15 for nesting birds. The corridor should be reduced or closed during the hatchling stage (assuming the pair were successful) to reduce chick mortality from ORVs. It should remain closed until August 15 or until 60 days after last hatching date if nests were monitored in the area. Areas should be closed from sunset to sunrise for all recreation activities.


Colonial Waterbirds


Option A: Close all waterbird nesting, foraging (ponds, pools) and roosting habitat that has been used in the past 10 years to all recreational activities from April 15 to September 30. Bodie Island Spit, Green Island, Hatteras Island (Cape Point, South Beach, and Hatteras Inlet), and North and South Ocracoke Island should all be posted with area closure signs with the dates posted. In the spring (April 15 to late May) and fall migration (August to September 30) periods, all vehicles and personnel (NPS, researchers) should try to avoid tips of spits and inlet areas where colonial species often stage, or court (spring migration). 


Option B: Close all potential breeding, roosting, and foraging habitat to ORV traffic at all sites where any terns or black skimmers have nested in the past decade, from April 15 until September 30. Even if no colony is established early in the season, late-season nesting by least terns and skimmers is common, and renesting may occur as late as August in some years. This should include Bodie Island Spit, Green Island, Hatteras Island, including Cape Point, South Beach, and Hatteras Spit, and Ocracoke Island, including North Ocracoke (inlet area), and South Ocracoke. In these areas, pedestrians should be allowed within a narrow walking corridor at the high tide line from sunrise to sunset. At the remaining beach habitat outside these areas, the ORV corridor should allow at least 10 meters of ocean beach from the toe of the primary dune seaward to remain vehicle-free during the April 15 to September 30 period. If a colony becomes established, the ORV access may need to be modified for a section of beach to allow buffer. At each colony where nests are initiated (including nest scrapes), resource closure signs with string should be erected. For least terns, signs should be placed 100 meters from the perimeter of the colony. For other species of terns and black skimmers, the buffer distance should be 200 meters. Should a colony become established along a beach outside of a focal site, ORV access to the beach zone should be closed after young begin hatching, with the length of the beach closure depending on the dimensions of the colony. 


Option C: Option C includes elements of B but, restricts all ORV and pedestrian recreation to a corridor within 50 meters of the oceanside mean high tide line from sunrise to sunset, at all sites where colonial waterbirds have been documented in the past decade from April 15 to September 30. Even if no colony is established early in the season, late-season nesting by least terns and skimmers is common, and renesting may occur as late as August in some years. This includes the seven sites referred to in option B above. The corridor should be narrowed (or eliminated at certain segments of beach) if the buffer distance from an active nesting colony intercepts the ORV corridor, or when young hatch from a colony. Any area with nesting birds should be closed from sunset to sunrise to all recreation. 


Sea Turtles


Option A: Close all potential sea turtle nesting habitat to all recreational activities all day, all year, but at least from April 1 to November 15 or until the hatchlings from the last known sea turtle nest have emerged and entered the sea (whichever is later), wherever sea turtles nested, left false crawls, or otherwise attempted to nest from 1995-2005.  Install a 10-meter fenced buffer zone around all nests. Establish a 10 mile per hour speed limit for essential vehicles in the intertidal zone. Essential vehicles should avoid driving in sea turtle habitat from sundown to sunrise.  Sea turtle monitors may conduct their activities by ORV and should drive only in the ocean intertidal zone, but avoid the wrack line, at speeds not to exceed 10 mph. If monitoring must occur when the intertidal zone is not available, sea turtle monitors should consult with other protected species monitors prior to entering the field.   For all nests more than 50 days into incubation, all vehicle tracks should be smoothed nightly between the nest and the sea. Essential vehicles should make extra effort to not drive in the vicinity of a nest from 50 days until hatch. Continue trapping of potential nest and brood predators prior to the onset of the nesting season. Avian predation can be further controlled by enforcing proper trash disposal and anti-wildlife feeding regulations. Protect nests with predator exclosures if nest predation becomes prevalent in a particular area. Enact turtle-friendly lighting regulations and conduct outreach with adjacent communities toward the aim of enacting lighting regulations there. Relocate nests imperiled by impending erosion or flooding. Assist stranded turtles according to the guidelines in the Handbook for Sea Turtle Volunteers in North Carolina. Outside of the restricted period detailed in option A, closures may be lifted unless doing so would conflict with protocols for other protected species in a particular area. 

Option B:  Close all potential sea turtle nesting habitat to ORV traffic from sunset to sunrise from April 1 to November 15 as described under option A. Pedestrians may be allowed in sea turtle habitat at night, but pets should be prohibited at night (and during the day, at the option of Cape Hatteras National Seashore). Pedestrians should be prohibited from sea turtle habitat at night in any area where nighttime closure is recommended in the protocols of other protected species. Prohibit wildlife feeding and trash disposal in sea turtle habitat, 24 hours a day, year-round.  If pedestrians are allowed on the beach at night, they should first be required to participate in an educational program on proper conduct in the habitat of protected species.  Close segments of sea turtle habitat to recreation 24 hours a day from April 1 to November 15.  Prohibit artificial light sources, including electric lights, campfires, and fireworks from all sea turtle nesting habitat April 1 to November 15 with the following exceptions: Pedestrian recreationists in sea turtle habitat at night may use light sources with red filters; Essential vehicles should use the bare minimum of lighting necessary for the performance of their duties.  Throughout Cape Hatteras National Seashore, narrow the current 50-meter ORV corridor such that a zone of ocean backshore at least 10 meters wide and running the length of the site is free of ORV traffic. This zone should be adjacent to the toe of the primary dune wherever a primary dune exists.  A 50-meter fenced buffer zone should be placed around each nest in any place where recreation occurs. Random spot checks should be made at these closures. If more than three violations of the protected area around a particular nest are observed, the buffer distance should be expanded to 100 meters, then to 200 meters if necessary. Where recreation does not occur, a 10-meter buffer zone should be used to prevent harm by essential vehicles.  For all nests more than 50 days into incubation, in areas where recreation occurs expand the buffer zone to 200 meters and smooth all ORV tracks between the nest and the sea each evening. This option includes all the management recommendations under option A starting with and following the 10 mile per hour speed limit provision.  


Option C: Require all recreationists (including ORV operators and passengers) that wish to enter sea turtle habitat at night to first participate in an educational program.  Prohibit pets from entering sea turtle habitat at night (and during the day, at the option of Cape Hatteras National Seashore), and prohibit trash disposal and wildlife feeding 24 hours a day, year-round.  For all nests more than 50 days into incubation, close the beach for 1000 meters on either side of the nest to ORV traffic. This will reduce the risk that headlights will affect emerging hatchlings.  Close segments of sea turtle habitat to recreation 24 hours a day from April 1 to November 15. Prohibit artificial light sources, including electric lights, campfires, and fireworks from all sea turtle nesting habitat from April 1 to November 15, with the following exceptions:  Pedestrian recreationists in sea turtle habitat at night may use light sources with red filters; ORVs must turn off their headlights or place red filters over their headlights whenever they are parked; Essential vehicles should use the bare minimum of lighting necessary for the performance of their duties.  This option also includes all buffer requirements listed under option B above.   


Seabeach Amaranth


Option A: Completely close all potential seabeach amaranth habitat to all recreational activities year round. During August, efforts should be directed to carefully monitor seabeach amaranth plants at all sites where it has been noted in the past decade or in any new suitable habitats.  Essential vehicles (law enforcement, NPS personnel, approved researchers) should only enter restricted areas subject to the guidelines in the Essential Vehicles section of Appendix G of the Revised Recovery Plan for the piping plover. Vehicles should not exceed 10 mph. Locate and eliminate all individuals of beach vitex (Vitex rotundifolia), an invasive beach plant that is a threat to coastal dune habitats. 


Option B:  Completely close all potential seabeach amaranth habitat to ORV traffic and boat landings from April 15 until November 30. This could include areas on Bodie Island Spit, Green Island, Hatteras Island, including Cape Point, South Beach, and Hatteras Spit, and Ocracoke Island, including North Ocracoke (inlet area), and South Ocracoke.  At the seven sites mentioned above, pedestrians should be allowed within a 50-meter corridor from the high tide line landward, from sunrise to sunset. At areas outside of the seven focal areas, monitoring for seabeach amaranth should be conducted during August. Where plants are found, resource closures (10-meter diameter) with signs should be erected to protect each plant.  Interpretive signs about the trampling susceptibility of seabeach amaranth should be placed at all ORV entry points, at all boat ramps and marinas, and at Park kiosks. Essential vehicle restrictions and beach vitex provisions under option A would be implemented under this option.

Option C: Restrict all ORV and pedestrian recreation to a corridor within 50 meters of the oceanside mean high tide line from sunrise to sunset, at all potential seabeach amaranth habitat from April 15 to November 30. This includes the seven sites referred to in option B above. In August, monitor the areas for seabeach amaranth plants as prescribed. Vehicle speed should not exceed 10 miles per hour.   Essential vehicle restrictions and beach vitex provisions under option A would be implemented under this option.
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Thanks for your support on the critical issues at Cape 
Hatteras National Seashore Recreation Area. You are 
supporting all persons who desire free access to our 


National Park System…… 
 
Guidelines for completing this Workbook 
 


 Don’t show anger. Angry responses give the reader a 
reason to discard your comment. 
 Write your comment legibly. It must be read to be 
effective. 
 Make your comment clearly and simply. Long 
comments can be made at the end of each section. 
 This workbook will contribute to compromises. Some 
things will change. Our task is to minimize the 
changes so there are no losers. 
 NPS representatives said at recent meetings the most 
important thing is your comments. Formulate your 
own comments based on the guidelines and personal 
experiences. 
 If a rating of effective is dependent upon clarification, 
answer not effective. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 2 
RV Management:  Section 1O


 
Section 1A Questions: “Designation of ORV Routes” 


• Existing ramps, interdunal roads, do not handle the volume 


e 


 
• Yes, we do need more access ramps between ramps 23-34. 


 
ection 


 


of visitors Beach corridors are not adequate under normal 
conditions and are even more restrictive with the extreme 
changes of normal weather.  Additional interdunal roads ar
needed to allow passage around areas closed for resource 
protection & safety. 


Near the Frisco pier. Reopen existing ramps i.e.: 45 at the 
Cape Hatteras Campground 


S 1B Questions: “Passive Recreation” 


• The premise may be effective.  NPS personnel that do enter 


 
• Passive recreation areas should be for life guarded beaches 


 
• Boundary flexibility into otherwise closed areas is a good 


 


 
• Defined areas for ORV access have existed for many years 


• ple 


 
ection 1C Questions


 


the closures need to be readily identifiable to the naked eye. 
Visitors may better understand that the area is open to only 
properly uniformed (brightly colored vests) and easily 
identified NPS Personnel.  


only.  


idea when possible, but not into life guarded beaches in the
summer season. 


and they have been closed with little or no explanation by 
NPS. All ORV areas are open to pedestrians  
Very effective for NPS recordkeeping and sim
understanding by the public in all seasons. 


S : “Village Beach front Management” 


• Important for all beach users to maintain this status quo. 
 


• Decreasing the closure time frame would be detrimental to 
the visitor’s experience. 
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 on rental occupancy or visitor 


 
•  beaches are not private and do not belong to the 


property owners... Closed beaches in front of the villages 


 
• 


many ramps in the Park which is not acceptable.  
 


• off 
season”. 


 
• r ! The number of spaces should be expanded to 


accommodate the increased number of users of the Park and 


 
Section 1D Que


• Expansion of the villages seasonal closure is not 
warranted or needed based
data. Numbers decrease sharply after Labor Day to 
Memorial Day. 


These


are to accommodate non ORV visitors during the 
‘season….Memorial Day to Labor Day. 


Extending the ‘passive areas’ would not allow passage over 


These beaches should continue to be open in the “


No Braine


insure the safety of visitors that are now forced to park 
alongside Highway 12. 


stions: “Village Specific Beach Management” 


recreation 
areas are not acceptable. The expansion of parking is a good 


 
Section 1E Que


 
• Year ‘round closures and expansion of passive 


idea for all the reasons mentioned above. 


stions: “Consistent Management for Campground and Life 
uarded Beaches.” 


 guarded beaches should be passive recreation areas. 
Campground beaches should not. ORV “pass through” is a viable 


 and 


 
Section 1F Que


g
 


• Life


option at campground beaches allowing use by all visitors
campers. 


stions: “Case by Case Management, Campground and Life 
uarded Beaches.” 


p 1 should be open all year. Ramp 2 should be closed only 
when the life guarded beach is open.  All life guarded beaches 


g
 


• Ram


should be opened to ORV’s during the off seasons when life 
guards are not present. The status quo is not acceptable. 







 4 
Section 1G Questions: “Cell System.” 


 
finitely effective. 


Section 1H Q


• Additional access is de
 


uestions: “Improve ORV Routes and Amenities” 


d by all visitors 
especially at Ramp 43-44, 49 and 72 where drainage and over 


 
Section 1I Ques


 
• Any and all improvements would be appreciate


wash are common. 


tions: “Access Alternatives to ORV Use” 


dditional beach access 
through ramps, parking, and boardwalks are overdue and are 


 


 
Section 1J Ques


 
• All efforts to accommodate visitors with a


needed. Access by alternate means, i.e. beach shuttles, water 
shuttles are impractical due to weather and water conditions
surrounding the spits. Shuttles are a liability nightmare. 


tions: “Access for Commercial Fishing” 
 


• Status quo is working and is very acceptable. 


ial fishermen are 
not a viable option.  


 
Education and Outreach: Section 2


 
• Revision of the closure ‘rules’ for the commerc


 
 
Section 2A Questions: “ORV Management and Related Resource 


rotection” 


• Status Quo questions are definitely effective and currently 
work well  


 
• d, Improve, Partner may be effective but 


impractical as NPS has neither the manpower nor resources 


 
Section 2B-C Q


P
 


Hire, Expan


to implement the programs.  Improve signage.  


uestions: “Education Outreach, Locals and Other interested 
roups” 


• Solicit, work with and develop ORV education and resource 
materials are definitely effective.  


G
 







 5 
s to 


is type of 


• . 
• bers) and monetary 


, adopt 


• 
 if NPS has the manpower or resources to 


 
• be attached to them, including 


education of the public, are not considered effective, as 
nt 


 
• uired at Cape Hatteras and any discussion 


is a part of REG-NEG (Negotiated Rulemaking).   
 
Comments page hould be 


corded in the workbook. Some workbook questions are difficult to 


• Other approaches encouraging or asking ORV group
conduct educational programs and most of th
question may not be effective.  
No seabeach amaranth was observed in the park in 2007
The local population (small num
constraints make many of these programs unlikely to 
succeed i.e.: roving interpreters, community cleanups
a beach 
User education and web based education locally may be 
effective
implement the program.  


Permits, and all that may 


NPS has neither the manpower nor resources to impleme
or enforce them.  


Permits are not req


: The number of visits you have made to this Park s
re
understand and complete unless you are a resident or long-time visitor. 
 
ORV Permits: Section 3 
 
Section 3A Questions: “Law Enforcement” 


ffective. More dumpsters, signs 
regarding feeding wildlife are needed in the Park. 


 
• ak use 


areas during the peak season. NPS has budget shortfalls in 


 
• eed limit is not enforceable….the same as the 


25mph limit. There are not enough Enforcement Personnel. 
 


• 
improve the knowledge base of visitors. 


 


 
• The status quo is definitely e


Nighttime patrols may be effective especially in pe


the area of Law Enforcement despite the visitor numbers 
increasing. 


A 10 mph sp


Improving access to beach driving requirements would 







 6 
• r 


ent officers are definitely needed. 


to 
st any public 


area in America.... pets are kept on a leash for the publics' 


 
• 


ibiting fires closing beaches at night is 
management by padlock. More enforcement is needed to 


 
• 


 
omments page: There are sufficient rules and regulations for this Park. The 


ability to enf  funding for 
nforcement, and full funding for Resource management, does not 


 Educational component for enforcement is not practical o
funded. 


 
• Standardization of, additional signage and the addition of 


enforcem
 


• Fines…. make the fines substantial. Add speeding, failure 
remove pet feces, littering to the list. At almo


safety. Pet owners know this!!! Why should CHNSRA be 
different? PUBLIC SAFETY! Enforce existing rules and 
regulations. 


Limiting the number of vehicles, prohibiting the use of 
alcohol, proh


enforce existing rules and regulations. 


Permits are not required at Cape Hatteras.  


C
orce them is severely lacking due to the lack of


E
allow NPS to properly manage any programs new or old.  
 
ORV Permits: Section 4 
 
Section 4A-B Questions: “Establishing Permits and their Requirements” 


• Question A 1 is definitely effective to maintain the status 
t 


any type of permits without restricting access to the max. 


 
•  


n operator education, and 
be easily obtained. Education would be a key approach to 


s. 
 


• Vid e 
to
allocation, and the overall inconvenience to Park visitors. 


 


quo. NPS has neither the budget nor the staff to implemen


Comments support NO Permits. 


If any type of system is instituted…  It would need to be
based on low admin costs, high o


protect species, laws and to promote safe driving technique


eos may be effective while a ‘drivers test’ is ineffective du
 the high cost of administration, locations, resource 
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•   
its 


are not. 
 


•
d regulations being enforced would preclude many 


of the issues facing the Park right now. 
 
Section 4C Que


 Mirror Hangers are effective because assigning them to a  
particular vehicle is not. Peer pressure is effective ….perm


 Assigning a permit to an operator will not work!  Current 
rules an


stions: “Permit Distribution” 
 


• NPS office distribution and kiosks are not effective. The 
 all hours would require a 


heavily manned 24 hour operation at multiple locations 
ts. 


er 
 


 
• 


s and the internet may be effective. 
Internet based would be the best alternative to maximize 


o 


 
Section 4D Que


number of visitors, arriving at


which is not feasible due to funding and staffing constrain
Factor in lines of traffic, wait times, …..add in all the oth
frustration factors and you have a chaotic and potentially
dangerous situation. 


Permits, if required, must be available through numerous 
decentralized location


availability and minimize administrative cost. It would als
allow for collection of demographic information. 


stions: “Permit Fees and Types” 
 


• Annual permits may be effective if guaranteed at NO cost. 
tem. If a cost is assessed 


for the permit--- short duration cost must be considered. 
 


• . 
e a 


heavily manned 24 hour operation which is not feasible due 


 
• 


n the 
delivery of this information. 


 


NO permit fee is the preferred sys


Permits for congested areas are not acceptable or effective
The number of visitors, arriving at all hours would requir


to funding and staffing constraints. Factor in lines of traffic, 
wait times, add in all the other frustration factors and you 
have a chaotic and potentially dangerous situation. 


Base permit fees based on ‘cost recovery’ would require 
disclosure of the costs and may be effective based o
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Section 4E Que


• Adjusting permit fees every 5 years is appropriate. 


stions: “Permit Quantity” 
 


• Unlimited permits for Park wide access is the most effective 
plan. 


• Limiting the quantity of permits is not acceptable in any 


ain areas. 


Section 4F Q


 


format including restricting the number of permits allowed 
in cert


 
uestions: “Other Permit Options” 


Education compo
 


• nents for beach driving, resource 
awareness are effective requirements for obtaining a permit 


ve. 
 


•  are not effective and would lead to 
multiple permitting and costs, confusion for the visitor and 


the 


advisory committee 
would be appropriate. 


 
Other ORV M


online or in person. 
 


• Revocation is a part of this process and very effecti


Color coded permits


would be an enforcement nightmare. 
 


• Periodic review may be effective if the original intent of 
permit is not abrogated. It should include public comment 
and documented public feedback. An 


anagement Issues: Section 5 


uestions:
 
Section 5A-B Q  “Carrying Capacity-Sanitation and Waste 


anagement” 


• With the exception of #1 these questions are not 
rong.  


Heavy use areas vary with the time of day, season and 
weather. Family groups cluster in tight groups many time 


usty wind.  


re 
ll 


M
 


appropriate, not necessary, or the premise in #4 is w
• 


with vehicles parked as to shield the group from g
Carrying capacity is inappropriate and is neither practical 
nor enforceable due to the lack of funding for staff. Mo
law enforcement visibility is needed at heavy use areas at a
time to preclude problems from occurring. 







 9 
Species Protection: Section 6 


stions:
 
Section 6A Que  “Protection Areas, Closures, Buffers” 
 


d buffers most often is not 
effective though some may be. Closures should only be for 


cies are no 
longer present. ‘Recent breeding areas’ have no definition. 


t in 


 
• 


 
• Not effective to close additional resource areas during 


e disturbance than ORV. 


 
• by a former 


Superintendent which called for the most restrictions with 
 economics of the area. Option A: 


These closures for non endangered species are excessive in 


 
• 


 
• ot effective. Excessive closures in size and 


frequency beyond dictated law is unjustified and limit the 


the Park.  Pre nesting closures are not effective as birds may 
ted 


ect nest and chicks not birds 


 
 


• 1- 8 Establishing closures an


endangered species and removed when the spe


Closure statements must also have removal statements. 
Compliance with ESA requirements must be met but 
expansions must also include reductions. Pre-nesting 
closures for colonial waterbirds are not required as they are 
non-endangered. Closures only when a nest is located no
anticipation of nesting. 


No seabeach amaranth was sighted in 2007 but closures are 
appropriate if found. 


breeding season for ORV. Repeated studies show 
pedestrians cause mor


 
• 13 definitely effective. 


14-16 not effective. The protocols were written 


no regard for visitors or


size and are not a requirement by any law or NPS wide 
directive. 


Adaptive Management may be effective. 


18-30 are n


visitors enjoyment of  


nest anywhere and are unaware of closed areas designa
by NPS. Non ESA protected species do not require 
excessive closures Prot
exhibiting territorial or courting behavior. The task of NPS 
is to follow the guidelines of the ESA not re-write the ESA.
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Section 6B Questions: “Establish ORV Routes, Passive Recreation  


1-6 not effective.. Management by padlock is
Areas” 


•  unacceptable. 
This is not a Wilderness area….its a Recreational Area 


 


 
• during time of closures is 


effective. 
 


• Protect the area 10 meters………not any effective use of 
or 


Section 6C Q


established for public use.  


• 7-8 may be effective but needs clarification 


Any expansion of ORV use 


NPS monies since the dune line will change with tides 
storms. 


 
uestions: “Options for Spits, Cape Point and the South Beach


1-7 not e


” 
 


• ffective as these are the areas most visited in the 
entire Seashore. Large closures will promote the growth of 


of birds. Closure of this type reflect poorly on the NPS and 
its 


 
Section 6D Que


vegetation that destroys the habitat favored by many species 


appears to be padlock management. The distance to the sp
from parking is excessive and would negate any pedestrian 
use by visitors. 


stions: “Management Tools: Sea Turtles” 


All of these ques
 


• tions are not effective with the exception of 
#3 which may be effective. Comments are that the False 


e acceptable ratio 
of  1:1 and are appropriate comments for several of the 


here 


 
Comments page
policies are a di  
lost which inclu an 20% of the eggs. Predation is 


rimarily from ghost crabs and only Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge has 
solved the problem by ‘caging’ the nests.  


Turtle crawls at Cape Hatteras are under th


questions. Lighting standards are not applicable here as there 
are no known NPS structures where lighting reaches the 
beach. Adopting Turtle nest may be effective if they are 
relocated to safe areas above the ‘forces of the ocean’ w
observation and management would be cost effective and 
ensure successful hatches. 


: Historical data over a 10 year period will prove that current 
smal failure. For the period 2000-2006 46.1% of nests were
de those that hatched less th


p
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Bodie Island: Section 7 


 
Section 7A Questions:  “Ramp1-4” 
 


• 1-4 are not effective for a variety of reasons. (1) Ramp 1 to 
each closed for life guarded beach only in season. 


(2) A great expense with little or no value to all users. (3) 
l the area closed @Bodie Island spit. (4) 


Additional ramp not required. 
 


• 
. 


 
Section 7B Que


Coquina B


Reduce closure equa


Expanding parking at Ramp 2 to the North is needed for 
expanded numbers of visitors and access to the bath house


stions:  “Ramp 4 to Bodie Island Spit” 


from 4 to the tidal flats would be effective. Boardwalk not 
ration of habitat lost 


due to excessive closures should be done ASAP to benefit  


 
• 


 
Section 7C Que


 
• Open access Ramp 4 to Oregon Inlet year ‘round. Spit 


closure all or part year is not acceptable. Interdunal road 


effective as distance is excessive. Resto


breeding birds.    


Expanded parking at Ramp 4 


stions:  “Expand Pedestrian Access” 
 


• Neither is effective as this area is under utilized. 
 


ection 7 D Questions:S   “Expand ORV Routes in winter” 


• An ORV corridor from Ramp 1 to Oregon Inlet would 
 is closed. 


 


maximize the use of this area when the bathhouse
 
Section 7E Questions:  “Expand ORV Routes in winter” 
 


• 1-4 (1) Cost prohibitive, safety issues could arise by 
stopping them on Highway 12 for processing through an 
Entrance or Fee Collection site. Enforcement presence is 


 
 
 


needed for better capacity control. 
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Section 7F Questions:  “Provide Sound side Access” 


 
• All of these ideas may be or definitely will be effective. 


ection 7G Questions:
 
S   “Provide ORV Access Seasonally” 


s quo 
• Open Bodie Island during the winter.  


 
ection 7H Questions:


 
• Avon, Frisco, Salvo maintain the statu


S   “Provide Parking lots in the Tri-Village and Passive 


• Increased parking may be effective if done seasonally 
 


s not effective.  


effective in dispersing the crowding at Oregon Inlet. 
 


• Ramp 23 closure is not effective. ORV users from 
re 


would cause other areas of crowding during peak usage. 
 year 


nel 
additional access in this area. 


 
Section 7I Ques


Recreation” 


• Pedestrian access only on these ramps i
 


• Providing restrooms/bathhouse facilities at 27 may be 


Rodanthe, Waves and Salvo use this area heavily. Closu


Opening Ramp 20 in Rodanthe seasonally and possibly
‘round would ease crowding and offer Medical person


tions: “Alternate Transportation” 


Alternate Transportation may be effective. A major 
commitment would be necessary to accommodate large 
numbers of people, their famil


 
• 


ies, pets, fishing equipment, 
shelter, food, water etc.   


• Commercial water taxi/shuttle would have limited feasibility 


 
Section 7J Ques


 


due to weather and capacity considerations. 


tions: “\Increase ORV Access when Closures Occur” 
 


• This may be an effective approach but firstly: Maintain 


me. The ‘build 
it and they will come’ approach is absurd. Most visitors 


closures in accordance with ESA and discontinue the 
reservation system for the birds that might co
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    respect the closures. Enforcement visibility at closures  


                    
 
Comments page
visitors per squa
assigned to cover these 27
need additional rules, permits, carrying capacity limits………….we need 


ent 


r 
d spit will help restore 


e bird population. 


     will insure that all will respect the closures. 


: The Bodie Island district has the highest concentration of 
re mile in the entire Park. 2 Enforcement Officers are 


 + miles of beach in the peak season. We don’t 


more enforcement of existing rules and regulations. 
 
Keeping the spit closed has allowed brush and grasses to cover large areas 
formerly considered prime habitat for shorebirds. Due to mismanagem
they are now forced into areas occupied by humans as similarly as the 
alligators of the Everglades, the bears in Yellowstone and the elk in Glacie
National Parks among others. Restoration of this san
th
 
Hatteras Island: Section 8 
 
Section 8A Questions: “Establish ORV Use and Passive Recreation Areas” 
 


• 1. Should be ramp 23 to ramp 34 to be effective  


ive. This beach should have a pass through 
behind the life guard station. 


• 3.Maintain the status quo and expand the ORV area from 
ramp 49. 


age. 


 
• 8,9,10.Leaving this ramp open and increasing parking will 


p 
ot walk from the 


highway to the beach south of ramp 23. 
 


• 13.Year ‘round and seasonal passive recreation areas in the 


 


 
• 2. Not Effect


 


the groins at the old lighthouse to a mile south of 
 


• 4.Not effective. A ramp should be added south of Frisco 
Pier and north of Hatteras Vill


 
• Status quo is the most effective. 


be the most effective way to utilize this.  Closing this ram
would not be effective as you cann


tri villages are not effective. These are not private beaches 
for the homeowners. 
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• 11.An ORV corridor to bypass closures would be very 


 
• re is no off season use of this beach 


except by fishermen. Maintain September 15 to May 15 


 
• 14. Very effective 


 
• 16-21 not effective. To bypass the runway through a ½ mile 


s is not good. There is only a small part 


callopers and for 
others. Closure of the Spur Road would padlock this portion 


 
Section 8B Que


effective. 


13. Not effective. The


opening. 


• 15.The current ORV and the pass through in front of the 
Frisco Campground is most effective 


of cactus and snake
of the beach in front of the cottages. Sound side access is 
very important to hunters, clammers, s


of the Park to all users but would increase the breeding of 
feral cats and raccoons. 


stions: “Establish Interdunal Road” 


This may be effective to minimize beach traffic and would
provide access around cl


 
•  


osures. 
 


round. 


ld provide prime bird 
watching areas. 


 
ection 8C Questions:


• May be effective if kept open year ‘
 


• This interdunal road would provide access, less conflicts, 
and with pullouts or parking wou


S  “Provide Sound side Access” 
 


• ses 
ding and conflict. 


……definitely 
effective. 


 
• n for access and create 


parking to accommodate the needs of the visitor. Open more 


 


Not effective. Expand the parking but have 2 lane acces
to eliminate crow


 
• Maintain access at ramps 57 and 60…


Not effective ….Determine the reaso


access points 
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• 4-5 not effective. The little Kinnakeet Ramp was a 


 
ection 8D Questions:


premier fishing location before it was closed for no reason. 
No fencing on the shoulders 


S  “Provide Alternate Transportation” 
 


• and 
 this impractical. 


 Motel area, 
outh of Canadian Hole and north of Hatteras Village. All spur and 


interdunal ro  
needed in the T


Neither of these is effective. Weather, water conditions 
other factors of cost make


 
Comments page: Additional ramps are needed in the Buxton
s


ad should be 2 lane with pull-offs. More sound side access is 
ri-Village areas and near Avon. 


 
Ocracoke: Section 9 
 
Section 9A Questions: “Increase ORV Areas Seasonally” 
 


• Questions 1 & 2 may be effective and comments should 
 that Ramp 59 is a safety closure and not a seasonal 


closure as the maps show. Passive recreation areas should 
the beaches in the 


Park for single use will result in an escalation of law 


• 
Section 9B Que


reflect


only be for life guarded beaches. Dividing 


enforcement issues and conflict resolution. 
 
stions: “Provide Sound side Access and Parking” 


Question B1 is not effective. Add parking for and ope
old sound side trails to include an interconne


 
• n all 


cting road 
here possible. 


 Question B 2 & 3 are definitely effective 
 
Section 9C Que


w
 
•


stions: “Provide Alternate Routes/Alternate Transportation” 
 


 Questions  1 & 2 are definitely effective   
 


 


services is minimal due to weather constraints and the cost 


•


• Questions 3 & 4 are not effective. Effectiveness of these 


of insurance for the conveyances.  
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ection 9D Questions:S  “Establish Passive Recreation Areas” 


•  
nly. Single use beaches 


will not work. 


Section


 
Questions in D are all not effective. Passive recreation areas
should be for life guarded beaches o


 
 9E Questions:  “Establish ORV Use Areas” 


 
     1-3  Definitely effective. 
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Cape Hatteras National Seashore 3rd Collaborative Workshop: 
Current Regulations and Setting the Stage for Negotiated Rulemaking 


Nags Head, NC – October 22-23, 2007 
 


Meeting Notes1 
 
The list of workshop participants is on file with the Superintendent’s office at Cape Hatteras 
National Seashore. 
 
Welcome, Agenda Overview and Participant Check In 
 
The meeting began with a welcome from Mike Murray, Superintendent of the Cape Hatteras 
National Seashore.2  Patrick Field, co-facilitator from the Consensus Building Institute, gave 
an overview of the intent and agenda items for the two days.   The workshop participants 
shared their views on current issues and concerns, including the lawsuit concerning Cape 
Hatteras National Seashore filed recently against NPS and others, the recently filed Notice of 
Intent to Sue, and the implications for the Negotiated Rulemaking (Reg Neg).3 
 
Scope of the Regulatory Negotiation and Relation to the NEPA Process, the Interim 
Species Management Plan, Section 7 Consultation, and Other Efforts 
 
Sandy Hamilton, National Park Service (NPS) Environmental Quality Division (EQD), 
presented how the Reg Neg will be linked with the Hatteras National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) process.4  Before NPS can make a rule or certain decisions they must go through 
an environmental planning process. The Hatteras NEPA process will include outreach, 
education, and other topics that go beyond what will go into a rule. The plan is for the 
committee’s consensus alternative to become the NEPA preferred alternative, and if not then 
NPS would come back to the committee to discuss.  Ideally, the proposed rule and the draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be published simultaneously, and committee 
members will attend any public comment meetings.  NPS will review public comment on the 
draft EIS, and would like the committee to do so, before the committee refines a consensus 
agreement on a recommendation for a final rule.  If the committee does not reach a 
consensus, then at least differences will be understood, as will the way the differences factor 
into NPS decisionmaking.  The Record of Decision (ROD) is signed by the NPS regional 
director, and the ROD or a ROD Summary is published in the Federal Register. 
 
A coordinated timeline is important, so the committee’s work is available to the NEPA 
process, and the information developed by the NEPA group is available to the committee.  


                                                
1 While these notes summarize presentations on federal statutes, regulations, and policies they are not intended 
as a complete description of those requirements.  For complete and accurate information, please see the specific 
federal statute, regulation, or policy. Workshop presentation materials are at http://www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/. 
2 Cape Hatteras National Seashore, CAHA, the Seashore, and Cape Hatteras are used interchangeably. 
3 Negotiated Rulemaking and Reg Neg are used interchangeably. 
4 See the presentation and handout/timeline at: http://www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/. 
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Laying this out in the beginning of the Reg Neg hopefully will prevent disputes later on 
about the two processes going in different directions. 
 
Some workshop participants want to be sure the alternatives are on the table in the NEPA 
process, and they want the Reg Neg committee to discuss the analysis, including the socio-
economic) analysis, that has been done.   
 
DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS: 
Discussion with participants included the following key themes and issues (which have been 
grouped for clarity): 
 
The Starting Point: NPS must consider “current action continued into the future” (status quo) 
as one of the NEPA alternatives.  Some participants want the starting point for negotiation to 
be a beach entirely open for driving, as it was in the 1970s.  Written comments from 
organizations and individuals are welcome on the preliminary options developed for the 
NEPA process. 


 
Options NPS Can Consider: NPS can only consider legal alternatives, and must describe why 
any alternative is deemed not reasonable. Some participants want the committee to get 
information on the alternatives NPS has looked at, including those that have been rejected. 
NPS will let the public know the options that have been determined not to be reasonable 
because they are outside of NPS’ mandates or technical or financial capacity. NPS will need 
to comply with federal guidelines on serving people with disabilities that were developed by 
the U.S. Architecture and Transportation Compliance Board. Some participants want to 
discuss with NPS whether a management option is legal. NPS will look at requests to test 
new management strategies or pilot projects on a case-by-case basis, and the Solicitor’s 
Office advises NPS if an approach is legal or not a reasonable alternative. NPS will leave a 
place for the committee’s consensus agreement among the alternatives to be fully evaluated.   
 
Cost Evaluation: NPS must consider the cost of implementation when reviewing options, and 
there will be a cost description for each alternative.  NPS hopes to think creatively about 
funding concerns and options.  
 
Science and Background Information: NPS will make Reg Neg background materials 
available to the public.  NPS’ reference list of all the documents publicly available is being 
developed.  Information will be available to the committee to assess the different alternatives 
and understand the impacts and impacts analysis.  Committee members will decide 
collectively what information is most important for them to review.  Some participants noted 
that new relevant data should be welcomed in the Reg Neg. 
 
If the Committee Does Not Reach Consensus: The intent is that if the committee fails to reach 
consensus on a complete alterative, NPS will incorporate components that are agreed to into 
a final alternative assuming they are compatible. If there are two options on an issue, NPS 
will decide which option to include in the list of reasonable alternatives.  Alternatively, NPS 
may decide to include both options in different alternatives. 
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Timeline: Some participants expressed concern that if the committee negotiates according to 
the draft timeline, DOI might not keep pace on the NEPA process. Without a Reg Neg, the 
NEPA process could take until 2010, and the NEPA schedule is currently moving as fast as it 
can regardless of the Reg Neg.  All NPS can do is keep DOI informed of the importance of 
proceeding along the timeline. 
 
Proposals: A concern was raised about the packaging of elements of agreements and 
revealing information – for instance a stakeholder group might indicate a willingness to give 
something up in exchange for something else and then later on the two pieces might be 
separated. It will be important for participants to be clear about the circumstances or 
conditions under which a given option would be acceptable.  Nothing will be put into a 
packaged consensus agreement that is not agreed to by the committee as provided in the 
groundrules.  Ideally, the group discussion and interaction will generate ideas that may not 
have been thought of or considered.  
 
Intent Behind the Legal Action and Discussion 
 
Derb Carter of the Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC) shared his perspective on the 
lawsuit filed last week by SELC on behalf of National Audubon and Defenders of Wildlife.5 
The lawsuit is aimed at the Interim Management Plan that has been adopted by the Park to 
manage the seashore until a final plan is put in place. The parties are challenging that the 
Interim Plan must be sound enough to protect the resources.  
 
Mr. Carter highlighted several things that the lawsuit is not:  
 


• a challenge to a final plan that could emerge from the Reg Neg or any other process 
• a request that the court decide or order what could be in a final plan   
• a challenge to what process the Park uses to develop a final plan  
• a request to entirely prohibit driving on the beach 


 
He explained that National Audubon and Defenders of Wildlife chose to file in late October 
for three reasons:  
 


(1) The organizations have a longstanding concern about the Interim Plan.  The Park did 
not choose the environmentally preferred alternative.  The Park asked what they need 
to do to meet a minimum level of protection, were told, and the Interim Plan falls 
short even of that minimum in terms of resource protection.  


 
(2) The organizations have concerns about the real and measurable loss of resources 


CAHA is required to protect.  2007 was the worst year for waterbirds and shorebirds 
on Cape Hatteras since records have been kept.  The declines are significant, and the 
parties attribute a significant cause of that to regulation of ORV activities that have an 
adverse effect on shorebirds and nesting activities. The complaint details the species 


                                                
5 See http://www.southernenvironment.org/cases/hatteras/index.htm for information on the legal action. 
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decline numbers.  These organizations have millions of members who expect them to 
step forward when wildlife is not protected, and they felt they had to step forward. 


 
(3) The organizations have concerns that if the Interim Plan stays in place, as is, for 


several more years while a Final Plan is developed, given the trends, there would be 
no birds left to argue about or protect.   


 
The organizations are present at the workshop and are interested in continuing participation 
in the Reg Neg and being at the negotiating table to develop a long-term plan.  The 
organizations decided that immediate action was more important than participating in the 
Reg Neg.  The attorneys who signed the complaint were asked to affirm that it was accurate 
and verifiable, and both Mr. Carter and Jason Rylander indicated that to the best of their 
knowledge it is true and correct. 
 
Mr. Carter noted that there are other groups participating in the Reg Neg who have brought 
related lawsuits that are currently in litigation.  Mr. Rylander noted that since 2005 several 
Notices of Intent to Sue have been filed with NPS, and the organizations believe they have 
been up front in expressing their concerns. The organizations also described their process for 
initiating litigation.  At National Audubon the national board and top staff must approve.  At 
Defenders of Wildlife, the vice president for conservation law, the vice president and 
president of the organization, and a litigation committee must approve.  
 
DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS: 
Participants’ comments addressed the following key themes and issues: 
 


• A request to look at the effect of climate change on bird populations. 
• No organizations represented at the meeting have called for removal of any other 


organization, though some individuals’ rights to fill certain seats have been 
challenged at different times. 


• There is a desire for all parties at the table to be committed to the negotiation process. 
• The protocol participants agreed to at the last workshop included no blindsiding, no 


surprises.  It is the breaking of that agreement rather than the filing of a lawsuit that 
upset some proposed Reg Neg representatives and alternates.   They wish the parties 
filing the suit had let them know ahead of time that the suit was coming.  


• The increase in ORV management on the beach is correlated to the decrease in Piping 
Plover, which suggests that the more closures the lower the success rate. 


• There’s a concern that representing clients in lawsuits might limit the topics and 
flexibility of certain participants or their ability to talk openly and honestly.  The 
representatives of the organizations responded that the lawsuit is about the Interim 
Plan and they have not committed to anything with respect to the long-term plan. 


• The distinction between ORV supporters and environmentalists should not be drawn 
in black and white, there is a lot of overlap and the stakeholder groups participating 
have multiple, varied interests. 


• There was a request for the organizations to drop the lawsuit. 
• Let’s move forward with the Reg Neg. 
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Information Needs 
 
Mike Murray and Sandy Hamilton of NPS presented on information and data relevant to 
Cape Hatteras National Seashore (a) that are already available, and (b) that NPS has 
identified as needed.6  The bibliography NPS has compiled of relevant documents is over ten 
pages long, and will be available in the near future. Participants said they would like digital 
copies of all documents, so NPS will look into making one set available digitally to all 
participants.   
 
NPS needs to do a cost benefit and regulatory flexibility analysis, and has hired Lois Berger 
to assist with the NEPA process.  Louis Berger has subcontracted with Research Triangle 
Institute (RTI) to do the economic study plan.  RTI will develop a study plan and then get 
feedback on it.  The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) must approve it before the 
study is carried out, and the study could be done by RTI or another entity. 
 
DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS: 
The following are the main themes and participant comments from the discussion (grouped 
for readability): 
 
Vogelsong Study: There are concerns about the Vogelsong study, how and when data was 
collected, and whether it provides useful economic data. 


 
Parking and Traffic Data: Consider which types of parking should be included (only legal, 
informal, spots in towns, those along Highway 12, those on private property, spots provided 
by Dare County), and evaluate all types to understand current parking demands.  Some 
parking spots have been lost in the past decade or two.  Traffic data on the number of 
vehicles on the beach being collected by NPS is not yet available.  The goal of that collection 
is to make data available on an ongoing basis that would show use at different times of day 
and year.  The technology for that traffic count is designed for non-road areas, is remote, and 
tracks traffic past a fixed point.  Parking spots must have walkways to the beach to count as 
beach access. Beach parking should not be considered a solution to the parking problem. 
 
Dark Skies Research: The NPS night skies team will come do a baseline inventory at Cape 
Hatteras and will come back to do more detailed research if requested.  Involve the county to 
develop a dark skies ordinance if appropriate.  Assess sources of ambient light pollution, 
including private, county, and utility lighting, ORVs, homes along the beach.  Consider how 
lights at night affect shorebirds and sea turtles. 
 
Other Information Requested:  


• Whether global warming could be influencing shorebirds. 
• Viewscapes. 
• What happened at Cape Cod National Seashore when they implemented rules on off-


road driving?  What effect did the regulations have on the number of visitors, changes 
in visitor behavior, and the economic impact on villages near that Seashore? 


                                                
6 See the presentation materials at http://www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/. 
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• The average visitor and their opinions. 
• The economic impact if you allowed driving on places where driving isn’t currently 


allowed such as in front of the villages. 
• Reproductive success rates on colonial water birds and some other species. 
• Wildlife in areas surrounding CAHA to learn where the wildlife is going. 
• The staffing, resource and enforcement implications for implementation of any 


consensus agreement. 
• All complaints on CAHA, not just safety violations, and whether they involve 


visitors. 
• Predation reports, summarizing Cyndy Holda’s weekly updates and predator control 


data. 
• Tourism (in different seasons) and commercial and recreational fishing.  Review an 


entire year to understand the full cycle.  Each season is very distinct. 
 
Please Include on the Resource List: the “Geomorphic Effects of Beach Driving” study and 
management plans of other areas. 
 
Other: The weekly Beach Access Reports are very helpful.  There was a desire for NPS to 
share CAHA budget information (income vs. services) with the committee, since money will 
be a factor in the final decision.  NPS is open to accepting a high quality economic study for 
topics beyond what NPS will be analyzing funded by another entity if it followed approved 
protocol.  It is very important to many participants that studies undertaken on CAHA be 
conducted by objective, credible scientists who have demonstrated expertise in that area of 
study, that all the area of study (methods then results) be sent out for peer review, and that all 
those comments get sent to this committee so everyone can see them. A participant suggested 
that people involved in the Reg Neg commit to support (and lobby for in advance) a budget 
increase for NPS as needed to implement any consensus outcome.  
 
What is Contained in an ORV Rule 
 
Mike Stevens, of the Department of Interior’s Solicitor’s Office (SOL) and Sandy Hamilton 
(EQD) presented what’s included in an ORV rule.7  They described the process mandated by 
statute and agency policy that any agency must undertake to promulgate a rule. At the end of 
the Reg Neg, the Reg Neg committee might not write the rule itself, but would develop the 
rule’s intent and purpose, and then an experienced rule-writer would write the actual text.  
Sandy explained the steps of getting a rule approved.  The Americans with Disabilities Act 
will apply and economic impacts on small businesses also will be considered, as required by 
the NEPA and rulemaking processes.8 
 


                                                
7 See http://www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/ for presentation materials and details on the different requirements that 
ORV regulations must follow, including requirements for public participation and input. 
8 See www.accessboard.gov for the new requirements. 
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Considering NEPA and Regulatory Analysis Related to Socio-Economic Issues 
 
Carol Mansfield, a senior economist at RTI, presented the protocol RTI is developing for 
how to do the economic analysis required by NEPA.9  They’ll start to do the analysis after 
the plan has been approved.  In the coming months, they’ll be contacting stakeholders to 
learn which businesses are likely to be affected by a regulation and what data they might 
have. The goal of the analysis will be to present the net benefits for each alternative, and to 
compare each alternative to the baseline.  RTI will start by giving an overview of how things 
stand currently, then look at how things would likely be different with an alternative 
management plan, and then project that scenario out ten years.  In the end, RTI will be 
looking at overall net benefit, which they’ll do by evaluating what is expected to happen in 
different sectors and evaluating the various users that will be affected by the different 
management plan alternatives.  
 
DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS: 
Participant discussion and questions centered on the following themes (grouped for 
readability): 
 
Geographic Scope: The study will look at as broad a geographical scope as necessary, 
depending on the geographical reach of the regulation. This could mean businesses on the 
whole island, Currituck County, state-wide impact (Dare County is one of four donor 
counties in North Caroline), transportation corridors as most people drive here, and 
international impact as there are international visitors and some local businesses are selling 
products internationally. 
 
Suggestions for Data and Information to Include In the Research: Local resident spending 
(both mean and range); revenue received by businesses and people who rent out their houses 
and earn revenue and may not report it; people who don’t currently visit the beach but might 
in the future (they are hard to get data on); impacts to future investment (on building lots, 
construction and resale of homes) compared with baseline projections; surf fishermen (who 
are on the beach primarily in the spring and fall); occupancy rates at motels, campgrounds 
and rental units following years with closures; commercial and recreational fishing 
industries; visitor cancellations due to storms, gas prices, housing markets; Park’s value to 
park users as well as non-users (OMB isn’t receptive to most methods for measuring this, 
although it can be an important part of discussing alternatives); people who visit year after 
year and don’t participate in tourism-related activities; a time horizon longer than 10 years 
(which is short for conservation interests); Currituck County; visitor rates on other national 
seashores such as Cape Cod after extensive closures; regional ripple effects of closures. 
 
Potential Sources of Information: Visitors’ bureau from food and lodging tax; Department of 
Transportation; five island management companies; rental agents (to find landowners of 
rental properties). RTI will look for verification of information provided by businesses, 
including asking a range of people their predictions. They generally find consistency across 
the range of anecdotal evidence.  


                                                
9 See Carol’s presentation slides at: http://www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/. 
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Concerns About the Vogelsong Study: Some participants expressed concerns about the 
Vogelsong study, including the lack of data collected in the villages. Researchers will use 
data that has previously been collected then internally evaluate for each study’s quality and 
methodology to determine how best to use it.  RTI would identify any concerns they heard 
about the study. OMB will not permit RTI to use studies that are not high quality.  RTI will 
make all assumptions transparent and if the Vogelsong numbers are very different from 
what’s in other surveys they will be separated out. The NEPA process is the place to 
challenge the study, and participants should forward any complaints in writing to Sandy 
Hamilton, and she will forward them to NPS’ chief social scientist.  
 
Opportunities for Additional Studies /A Visitors’ Survey: RTI is not planning to do a 
visitation study at this time, although they will do what NPS requests. The plan being 
developed is to survey businesses rather than visitors. Surveying visitors is expensive.  
 
If RTI does a visitors survey, the questions would fit with actual proposed alternatives to 
provide information on analyzing and comparing the alternatives.  RTI is open to additional 
research done on relevant issues by contractors who are trusted by OMB. Organizations in 
Dare County, possibly including the visitor’s bureau, would be interested in potentially 
funding additional work if RTI developed the plan for a visitors’ survey. RTI could prepare 
the protocol for a survey of visitors. A participant requested the survey attempt to capture the 
reactions of residents who might decide to leave depending on the regulations that are put in 
place. Any additional survey must meet survey standards and OMB approval.  Others 
cautioned against accepting money from stakeholders who might be trying to advance 
particular positions.  Carol welcomed participants to be in touch with her about the study and 
other potential efforts. 
 
Other: Do the study through an entire year because use and visitation in each season on Cape 
Hatteras is so different (RTI plans to survey businesses as close to the high season as 
possible). The discount rate must be justified because the rate for conservation and 
commercial interests may be different (RTI usually does their analysis with a 3% and 5% 
discount rate). Any segment of visitation that decreases may have a large impact on Dare 
County revenue because it might lead to a decrease in tourism-related tax revenue. 
 
Individuals who want to give input can do so and the facilitators will coordinate with 
stakeholders and the NPS about the plan for the study. 
 
Discussion on Draft Groundrules 
 
Participants reviewed the draft groundrules, which were developed by the facilitators as a 
starting point for discussion and distributed to participants at the end of the first day of the 
workshop.10  The goal is to get feedback on the draft during this session and over the coming 
weeks so that when the committee is convened they can be approved relatively quickly and 
unanimously.  The participants then went through the daft groundrules section-by-section.   


                                                
10 See the draft groundrules at: http://www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/. 
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DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS: 
Participants raised the following ideas, question and concerns (grouped together for 
readability): 
 
What Constitutes Consensus: 
 


• In the feasibility assessment consensus was proposed as -- all members minus one, so 
that one person couldn’t block the group and if more than one member had significant 
challenges the group would have to address them.  NPS must be part of any 
consensus. The committee will finalize the definition of consensus once it is formed. 
This not a majority voting process and the goal is to be closer to unanimity than a 
majority.   


• Should consensus be -- minus one, two, three, four, or five, or 80%.  Some 
participants were concerned that minus one or two might give a small number of 
people a lot of power to block a decision.  Others felt strongly that getting close to 
unanimity is important. 


• A group of three, such as the parties that sued recently, should not be able to block an 
agreement everyone else supports. 


• There is a concern about the time needed to complete the Reg Neg process and 
consensus minus two or three might be faster to reach than consensus minus one.  


• Some opposed minus three because of how seats were allocated to different 
stakeholder groups, and an entire stakeholder group could be left out. 


• There is a concern there could be spoilers at the table who will undermine agreement. 
 
Confidentiality in the Negotiations: 


• How can participants be frank and have a problem-solving perspective if people 
might use what is said against them? 


• Meetings of the full committee will be public, and anything said in public should be 
considered “on the record.”  


• The goal is to create a forum for people to be creative and explore new ideas without 
having that creativity used against them. 


• Committee members will need to be clear which documents can and cannot be 
distributed to the public. 


• There are ways for the facilitators to keep information confidential. 
 
Lawsuits: 


• Everyone can reject an outcome by suing or taking other actions.  If people can sue 
why would they negotiate in good faith?  


• If people reach consensus on particular items in a consensus agreement, they are 
saying they will support (or not oppose) those items in public forums. 


• It is unlikely that a judge would support a suit brought by one of the decision makers 
who signed onto an agreement in a consensus rulemaking. 


• Can an attorney representing a client in a lawsuit and sitting on the committee be 
flexible and fully participate in discussions?  Attorneys can negotiate a long-term 
plan. 
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Representation and Participation: 


• FACA approvals are for individuals to sit at the table, not for organizations, so if both 
the member and the alternate filling a seat leave, a new individual will have to be 
approved. 


• In organizations where a proposed representative or alternate left over the past 
months, those organizations have put forward new representatives, who are being 
reviewed with other proposed representatives and alternates. 


• Should the groundrules enable committee members to demand that someone be 
removed?  


• Committee members will have the option to abstain or stand aside from a decision if 
they don’t want to block forward momentum and they cannot agree to something.  
There are gradations of saying -- No.  (Clarify in section VB how people who “stand 
aside” are counted in consensus.) 


 
Role of Alternates: 


• Expand on alternates’ role and how that will function. Upgrade the role of alternates 
so they are as important as the representative (section IV). 


• Clarify in the groundrules that alternates can work on committees.  Clarify whether 
people other than representatives and alternates can be on committees. 


• Committee members will be the ones deliberating and deciding.  If a committee 
member can’t be present, the alternate should be able to step right in because they’ve 
been attending meetings.  They don’t have any catching up to do, so the committee 
doesn’t miss a beat if a member is absent.  In some groups when the alternate has 
specialized expertise the alternate can participate on occasion. 


 
Enforcement of Groundrules: 


• What’s the sanction or penalty for those who don’t follow the groundrules? They will 
be called on it, and will have to address it more seriously, perhaps involving the entire 
committee.  Eventually, people could be removed from the committee by the 
Secretary of the Interior Department.   


• Enforcing Part VIII, section C will increase the value of what we are trying to do, and 
non-enforcement will decrease its value.  If nothing is enforced, there is no value to 
the groundrules.  People need an enforced reason to sit at the table.  You shouldn’t be 
allowed to do whatever you want and get to participate and develop the rule.   


• There are zealots in all our groups whose language we will not be able to control 
(Section VI C).  We appear to be following the groundrules when we are together but 
in the broader world be breaching them. Parties will deal in public and respond to 
each other as they feel they need to.  By accepting the groups on the committee, the 
DOI accepted them in their normal behaviour.  


• Section VIII B has been violated already and is invalid without teeth. How can 
Section VIII B – not using offers against another member – be enforced if members 
retain the right to sue? 


• We agreed informally at the last workshop to no surprises, and there have been 
surprises without any enforcement of the groundrules or an apology. 
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The Dual Role of FWS: 
• Fish and Wildlife Service is participating in the negotiation, why are they identified 


as a separate reviewing agency (Section VI B)? FWS has a participatory role on the 
committee and will operate under the committee’s rules in that role.  NPS will send 
the biological assessment on the preferred alternative to the FWS for consultation 
under the ESA when the proposed rule is published in the Federal Register, and FWS 
will have to fulfill that statutory role. FWS representatives will commit to the good 
faith language in the groundrules.  FWS would not sign an agreement then write a 
jeopardy opinion.  It’s the FWS representatives’ job to not consent if a rule would 
violate our statutory obligations. FWS is at the table because they think it is better for 
them to be part of the process than outside of it, and they still have a dual role. 


 
Submitting a Minority Report: 


• Clarify written comments and brief written comments in Section VII B. Use the same 
language throughout the groundrules.  Clarify whether participants could submit 
written statements. 


• Some would like the option for minority reports to be submitted to NPS on issues 
when there’s no consensus (Section VI F).  This could be useful in encouraging 
someone to stalemate the negotiation.  If there is not consensus on an issue, the group 
will work together to write a report about the disagreements on that issue. 


 
Excluding Pea Island from the Reg Neg: 


• Section III C states that Pea Island will not be included in the Reg Neg, yet some said 
it should be part of the Reg Neg because  
- the Park enabling legislation says recreational aspects of Pea Island are 


administered by NPS,  
- NPS owns the beach-front and sound-front on Pea Island,  
- it was once open for driving,  
- the negotiation is supposed to be able to consider everything, 
- it is considered by some to be the first “take” or removal of driving permission 


from the Park,  
- hundreds of people fish there and the management is important,  
- a previous Superintendent mentioned it would be on the table when people 


were asked to participate in a Reg Neg.  
• FWS has the authority to manage Pea Island.  The Reg Neg is an NPS, not FWS, 


rulemaking.  FWS uses different processes to review appropriate uses and 
management of refuges. If the refuge would be discussed the FWS representatives on 
the Reg Neg would be different.  


• If Pea Island is not included in the Reg Neg, provide an explanation beyond that it is 
owned by FWS.  


 
Park Name: 


• Include Recreational Area in the groundrules and other Reg Neg documents, and if 
not, provide an explanation of when the name was changed beyond what was 
presented at a previous workshop.   
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Other: 
• Clarify the chair role (Section VII G).  
• Include all activities that occur on the beach (including surfing, kiteboarding, 


windsurfing, etc.) not just “recreation” in Section II, first paragraph. 
• Reword Section VI F so it doesn’t start with non-consensus.   
• Be consistent in the groundrules about the specific action being proposed (see Section 


I paragraph 2 “publish a regulation,” and Section VIII C “issues related to ORV use 
on the seashore”).  Be consistent about how the guidelines will apply. 


• Change the word “democratic” in Section VIII D. 
• Use NPS as a channel for communication between committee members and 


facilitators to ensure that participants receive emails and materials.  
• Explain Section 8 C “voluntarily curtail other means….” 
• Consider use of wireless and laptops during meetings for representatives to have 


access to particular materials.   
• Clarify whether the Reg Neg committee will produce a report. 
• At Reg Neg meetings (versus public workshops), committee members will be seated 


at a table in the center of the room. Alternates and the public will be asked to sit 
around the room in the “audience.”  Discussion will be for committee members, 
among committee members.  There will be time for public comments. 


• Mike Murray is the “designated federal official” required by the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act to keep records and perform the other requirements. 


 
Calendaring 
 
Participants identified dates they are not available to meet in 2008 and provided feedback on 
their scheduling preferences.  CBI will take this information, plus any additional details 
people provide them with in the coming week or two, and develop a proposed schedule for 
Reg Neg meetings into 2008. 
 
Next Steps and Wrap Up 
 
Pat Field noted that everyone came to this meeting and sat together for two days and 
respectfully talked through things despite a lawsuit being filed last week that was a surprise 
to many.  He encouraged participants not to underestimate this accomplishment and to view 
the Reg Neg process as the way to work out differences and develop the plan. 
 
In closing, Mike Murray quoted Yogi Berra: “you can observe a lot just by watching.”  He 
offered the following observations.  Reg Neg is a relatively expensive process and if it does 
not have a chance of proceeding, let’s not waste the government’s money and everyone’s 
time. Everyone wants to start working on issues, and the next time we meet there will be a 
formally appointed committee.  It isn’t going to be easy, and we’ll continue to build trust, 
and choices are simple: create the plan the traditional way or through Negotiated 
Rulemaking.  The discussion, dialogue and input through Reg Neg even if we don’t reach 
consensus is far superior for me than traditional public comment, which is comment rather 
than real dialogue which will be very valuable in the long run.  Reg Neg is the right way to 
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go.  I appreciate everyone who shows up and continues to be passionate about the issue.  We 
have the opportunity to solve this so our successors aren’t dealing with these same issues.  
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Action Items: 
 
Task From To Deadline 
Submit written comments on the Vogelsong Study 
to Sandy Hamilton (Sandra_Hamilton@nps.gov). 


Participants Sandy 
Hamilton 


ongoing 


Distribute current draft groundrules for feedback. CBI Participants 10/26/07 
Submit final feedback on 2008 calendar. Participants CBI 10/31/07 
If you don’t want Carol Mansfield to have your 
contact information for her economic study, email 
Ona by November 1 (oferguson@cbuidling.org). 


Participants Ona 
Ferguson 


11/1/07 
 


Submit additional comments on draft groundrules. Participants CBI 11/7/07 
Distribute/post all handouts and presentations from 
meeting  (www.cbuilding.org/hatteras/). 


CBI Participants 11/9/07 
 


Complete and distribute summary of Workshop 3. CBI Participants 11/16/07 
Get any final feedback on 2008 calendar and draft 
meeting schedule. 


CBI Participants 
 


11/16/07 


Provide copies of the documents on the reference 
list to all participants, preferably on CD or in a 
web-based document depository. 


EQD Participants TBD 


Incorporate suggestions into new draft 
groundrules. 


CBI Participants 12/3/07 


Review legal issues about Pea Island and the name 
of the Park. 


NPS/Mike 
Stevens 


Participants 12/14/07 


Review comments and revise Reg Neg/NEPA 
coordination steps as appropriate. 


NPS/CBI Participants 12/14/07 


 
 







Negotiated Rulemaking/NPS Workbook 
January 19, 2008 

 
Thanks for your support on the critical issues at Cape 
Hatteras National Seashore Recreation Area. You are 
supporting all persons who desire free access to our 

National Park System…… 
 
Guidelines for completing this Workbook 
 

 Don’t show anger. Angry responses give the reader a 
reason to discard your comment. 
 Write your comment legibly. It must be read to be 
effective. 
 Make your comment clearly and simply. Long 
comments can be made at the end of each section. 
 This workbook will contribute to compromises. Some 
things will change. Our task is to minimize the 
changes so there are no losers. 
 NPS representatives said at recent meetings the most 
important thing is your comments. Formulate your 
own comments based on the guidelines and personal 
experiences. 
 If a rating of effective is dependent upon clarification, 
answer not effective. 
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 2 
RV Management:  Section 1O

 
Section 1A Questions: “Designation of ORV Routes” 

• Existing ramps, interdunal roads, do not handle the volume 

e 

 
• Yes, we do need more access ramps between ramps 23-34. 

 
ection 

 

of visitors Beach corridors are not adequate under normal 
conditions and are even more restrictive with the extreme 
changes of normal weather.  Additional interdunal roads ar
needed to allow passage around areas closed for resource 
protection & safety. 

Near the Frisco pier. Reopen existing ramps i.e.: 45 at the 
Cape Hatteras Campground 

S 1B Questions: “Passive Recreation” 

• The premise may be effective.  NPS personnel that do enter 

 
• Passive recreation areas should be for life guarded beaches 

 
• Boundary flexibility into otherwise closed areas is a good 

 

 
• Defined areas for ORV access have existed for many years 

• ple 

 
ection 1C Questions

 

the closures need to be readily identifiable to the naked eye. 
Visitors may better understand that the area is open to only 
properly uniformed (brightly colored vests) and easily 
identified NPS Personnel.  

only.  

idea when possible, but not into life guarded beaches in the
summer season. 

and they have been closed with little or no explanation by 
NPS. All ORV areas are open to pedestrians  
Very effective for NPS recordkeeping and sim
understanding by the public in all seasons. 

S : “Village Beach front Management” 

• Important for all beach users to maintain this status quo. 
 

• Decreasing the closure time frame would be detrimental to 
the visitor’s experience. 
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 on rental occupancy or visitor 

 
•  beaches are not private and do not belong to the 

property owners... Closed beaches in front of the villages 

 
• 

many ramps in the Park which is not acceptable.  
 

• off 
season”. 

 
• r ! The number of spaces should be expanded to 

accommodate the increased number of users of the Park and 

 
Section 1D Que

• Expansion of the villages seasonal closure is not 
warranted or needed based
data. Numbers decrease sharply after Labor Day to 
Memorial Day. 

These

are to accommodate non ORV visitors during the 
‘season….Memorial Day to Labor Day. 

Extending the ‘passive areas’ would not allow passage over 

These beaches should continue to be open in the “

No Braine

insure the safety of visitors that are now forced to park 
alongside Highway 12. 

stions: “Village Specific Beach Management” 

recreation 
areas are not acceptable. The expansion of parking is a good 

 
Section 1E Que

 
• Year ‘round closures and expansion of passive 

idea for all the reasons mentioned above. 

stions: “Consistent Management for Campground and Life 
uarded Beaches.” 

 guarded beaches should be passive recreation areas. 
Campground beaches should not. ORV “pass through” is a viable 

 and 

 
Section 1F Que

g
 

• Life

option at campground beaches allowing use by all visitors
campers. 

stions: “Case by Case Management, Campground and Life 
uarded Beaches.” 

p 1 should be open all year. Ramp 2 should be closed only 
when the life guarded beach is open.  All life guarded beaches 

g
 

• Ram

should be opened to ORV’s during the off seasons when life 
guards are not present. The status quo is not acceptable. 
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Section 1G Questions: “Cell System.” 

 
finitely effective. 

Section 1H Q

• Additional access is de
 

uestions: “Improve ORV Routes and Amenities” 

d by all visitors 
especially at Ramp 43-44, 49 and 72 where drainage and over 

 
Section 1I Ques

 
• Any and all improvements would be appreciate

wash are common. 

tions: “Access Alternatives to ORV Use” 

dditional beach access 
through ramps, parking, and boardwalks are overdue and are 

 

 
Section 1J Ques

 
• All efforts to accommodate visitors with a

needed. Access by alternate means, i.e. beach shuttles, water 
shuttles are impractical due to weather and water conditions
surrounding the spits. Shuttles are a liability nightmare. 

tions: “Access for Commercial Fishing” 
 

• Status quo is working and is very acceptable. 

ial fishermen are 
not a viable option.  

 
Education and Outreach: Section 2

 
• Revision of the closure ‘rules’ for the commerc

 
 
Section 2A Questions: “ORV Management and Related Resource 

rotection” 

• Status Quo questions are definitely effective and currently 
work well  

 
• d, Improve, Partner may be effective but 

impractical as NPS has neither the manpower nor resources 

 
Section 2B-C Q

P
 

Hire, Expan

to implement the programs.  Improve signage.  

uestions: “Education Outreach, Locals and Other interested 
roups” 

• Solicit, work with and develop ORV education and resource 
materials are definitely effective.  

G
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 5 
s to 

is type of 

• . 
• bers) and monetary 

, adopt 

• 
 if NPS has the manpower or resources to 

 
• be attached to them, including 

education of the public, are not considered effective, as 
nt 

 
• uired at Cape Hatteras and any discussion 

is a part of REG-NEG (Negotiated Rulemaking).   
 
Comments page hould be 

corded in the workbook. Some workbook questions are difficult to 

• Other approaches encouraging or asking ORV group
conduct educational programs and most of th
question may not be effective.  
No seabeach amaranth was observed in the park in 2007
The local population (small num
constraints make many of these programs unlikely to 
succeed i.e.: roving interpreters, community cleanups
a beach 
User education and web based education locally may be 
effective
implement the program.  

Permits, and all that may 

NPS has neither the manpower nor resources to impleme
or enforce them.  

Permits are not req

: The number of visits you have made to this Park s
re
understand and complete unless you are a resident or long-time visitor. 
 
ORV Permits: Section 3 
 
Section 3A Questions: “Law Enforcement” 

ffective. More dumpsters, signs 
regarding feeding wildlife are needed in the Park. 

 
• ak use 

areas during the peak season. NPS has budget shortfalls in 

 
• eed limit is not enforceable….the same as the 

25mph limit. There are not enough Enforcement Personnel. 
 

• 
improve the knowledge base of visitors. 

 

 
• The status quo is definitely e

Nighttime patrols may be effective especially in pe

the area of Law Enforcement despite the visitor numbers 
increasing. 

A 10 mph sp

Improving access to beach driving requirements would 
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 6 
• r 

ent officers are definitely needed. 

to 
st any public 

area in America.... pets are kept on a leash for the publics' 

 
• 

ibiting fires closing beaches at night is 
management by padlock. More enforcement is needed to 

 
• 

 
omments page: There are sufficient rules and regulations for this Park. The 

ability to enf  funding for 
nforcement, and full funding for Resource management, does not 

 Educational component for enforcement is not practical o
funded. 

 
• Standardization of, additional signage and the addition of 

enforcem
 

• Fines…. make the fines substantial. Add speeding, failure 
remove pet feces, littering to the list. At almo

safety. Pet owners know this!!! Why should CHNSRA be 
different? PUBLIC SAFETY! Enforce existing rules and 
regulations. 

Limiting the number of vehicles, prohibiting the use of 
alcohol, proh

enforce existing rules and regulations. 

Permits are not required at Cape Hatteras.  

C
orce them is severely lacking due to the lack of

E
allow NPS to properly manage any programs new or old.  
 
ORV Permits: Section 4 
 
Section 4A-B Questions: “Establishing Permits and their Requirements” 

• Question A 1 is definitely effective to maintain the status 
t 

any type of permits without restricting access to the max. 

 
•  

n operator education, and 
be easily obtained. Education would be a key approach to 

s. 
 

• Vid e 
to
allocation, and the overall inconvenience to Park visitors. 

 

quo. NPS has neither the budget nor the staff to implemen

Comments support NO Permits. 

If any type of system is instituted…  It would need to be
based on low admin costs, high o

protect species, laws and to promote safe driving technique

eos may be effective while a ‘drivers test’ is ineffective du
 the high cost of administration, locations, resource 
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 7 
 

•   
its 

are not. 
 

•
d regulations being enforced would preclude many 

of the issues facing the Park right now. 
 
Section 4C Que

 Mirror Hangers are effective because assigning them to a  
particular vehicle is not. Peer pressure is effective ….perm

 Assigning a permit to an operator will not work!  Current 
rules an

stions: “Permit Distribution” 
 

• NPS office distribution and kiosks are not effective. The 
 all hours would require a 

heavily manned 24 hour operation at multiple locations 
ts. 

er 
 

 
• 

s and the internet may be effective. 
Internet based would be the best alternative to maximize 

o 

 
Section 4D Que

number of visitors, arriving at

which is not feasible due to funding and staffing constrain
Factor in lines of traffic, wait times, …..add in all the oth
frustration factors and you have a chaotic and potentially
dangerous situation. 

Permits, if required, must be available through numerous 
decentralized location

availability and minimize administrative cost. It would als
allow for collection of demographic information. 

stions: “Permit Fees and Types” 
 

• Annual permits may be effective if guaranteed at NO cost. 
tem. If a cost is assessed 

for the permit--- short duration cost must be considered. 
 

• . 
e a 

heavily manned 24 hour operation which is not feasible due 

 
• 

n the 
delivery of this information. 

 

NO permit fee is the preferred sys

Permits for congested areas are not acceptable or effective
The number of visitors, arriving at all hours would requir

to funding and staffing constraints. Factor in lines of traffic, 
wait times, add in all the other frustration factors and you 
have a chaotic and potentially dangerous situation. 

Base permit fees based on ‘cost recovery’ would require 
disclosure of the costs and may be effective based o
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 8 

 
Section 4E Que

• Adjusting permit fees every 5 years is appropriate. 

stions: “Permit Quantity” 
 

• Unlimited permits for Park wide access is the most effective 
plan. 

• Limiting the quantity of permits is not acceptable in any 

ain areas. 

Section 4F Q

 

format including restricting the number of permits allowed 
in cert

 
uestions: “Other Permit Options” 

Education compo
 

• nents for beach driving, resource 
awareness are effective requirements for obtaining a permit 

ve. 
 

•  are not effective and would lead to 
multiple permitting and costs, confusion for the visitor and 

the 

advisory committee 
would be appropriate. 

 
Other ORV M

online or in person. 
 

• Revocation is a part of this process and very effecti

Color coded permits

would be an enforcement nightmare. 
 

• Periodic review may be effective if the original intent of 
permit is not abrogated. It should include public comment 
and documented public feedback. An 

anagement Issues: Section 5 

uestions:
 
Section 5A-B Q  “Carrying Capacity-Sanitation and Waste 

anagement” 

• With the exception of #1 these questions are not 
rong.  

Heavy use areas vary with the time of day, season and 
weather. Family groups cluster in tight groups many time 

usty wind.  

re 
ll 

M
 

appropriate, not necessary, or the premise in #4 is w
• 

with vehicles parked as to shield the group from g
Carrying capacity is inappropriate and is neither practical 
nor enforceable due to the lack of funding for staff. Mo
law enforcement visibility is needed at heavy use areas at a
time to preclude problems from occurring. 
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 9 
Species Protection: Section 6 

stions:
 
Section 6A Que  “Protection Areas, Closures, Buffers” 
 

d buffers most often is not 
effective though some may be. Closures should only be for 

cies are no 
longer present. ‘Recent breeding areas’ have no definition. 

t in 

 
• 

 
• Not effective to close additional resource areas during 

e disturbance than ORV. 

 
• by a former 

Superintendent which called for the most restrictions with 
 economics of the area. Option A: 

These closures for non endangered species are excessive in 

 
• 

 
• ot effective. Excessive closures in size and 

frequency beyond dictated law is unjustified and limit the 

the Park.  Pre nesting closures are not effective as birds may 
ted 

ect nest and chicks not birds 

 
 

• 1- 8 Establishing closures an

endangered species and removed when the spe

Closure statements must also have removal statements. 
Compliance with ESA requirements must be met but 
expansions must also include reductions. Pre-nesting 
closures for colonial waterbirds are not required as they are 
non-endangered. Closures only when a nest is located no
anticipation of nesting. 

No seabeach amaranth was sighted in 2007 but closures are 
appropriate if found. 

breeding season for ORV. Repeated studies show 
pedestrians cause mor

 
• 13 definitely effective. 

14-16 not effective. The protocols were written 

no regard for visitors or

size and are not a requirement by any law or NPS wide 
directive. 

Adaptive Management may be effective. 

18-30 are n

visitors enjoyment of  

nest anywhere and are unaware of closed areas designa
by NPS. Non ESA protected species do not require 
excessive closures Prot
exhibiting territorial or courting behavior. The task of NPS 
is to follow the guidelines of the ESA not re-write the ESA.
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Section 6B Questions: “Establish ORV Routes, Passive Recreation  

1-6 not effective.. Management by padlock is
Areas” 

•  unacceptable. 
This is not a Wilderness area….its a Recreational Area 

 

 
• during time of closures is 

effective. 
 

• Protect the area 10 meters………not any effective use of 
or 

Section 6C Q

established for public use.  

• 7-8 may be effective but needs clarification 

Any expansion of ORV use 

NPS monies since the dune line will change with tides 
storms. 

 
uestions: “Options for Spits, Cape Point and the South Beach

1-7 not e

” 
 

• ffective as these are the areas most visited in the 
entire Seashore. Large closures will promote the growth of 

of birds. Closure of this type reflect poorly on the NPS and 
its 

 
Section 6D Que

vegetation that destroys the habitat favored by many species 

appears to be padlock management. The distance to the sp
from parking is excessive and would negate any pedestrian 
use by visitors. 

stions: “Management Tools: Sea Turtles” 

All of these ques
 

• tions are not effective with the exception of 
#3 which may be effective. Comments are that the False 

e acceptable ratio 
of  1:1 and are appropriate comments for several of the 

here 

 
Comments page
policies are a di  
lost which inclu an 20% of the eggs. Predation is 

rimarily from ghost crabs and only Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge has 
solved the problem by ‘caging’ the nests.  

Turtle crawls at Cape Hatteras are under th

questions. Lighting standards are not applicable here as there 
are no known NPS structures where lighting reaches the 
beach. Adopting Turtle nest may be effective if they are 
relocated to safe areas above the ‘forces of the ocean’ w
observation and management would be cost effective and 
ensure successful hatches. 

: Historical data over a 10 year period will prove that current 
smal failure. For the period 2000-2006 46.1% of nests were
de those that hatched less th

p
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Bodie Island: Section 7 

 
Section 7A Questions:  “Ramp1-4” 
 

• 1-4 are not effective for a variety of reasons. (1) Ramp 1 to 
each closed for life guarded beach only in season. 

(2) A great expense with little or no value to all users. (3) 
l the area closed @Bodie Island spit. (4) 

Additional ramp not required. 
 

• 
. 

 
Section 7B Que

Coquina B

Reduce closure equa

Expanding parking at Ramp 2 to the North is needed for 
expanded numbers of visitors and access to the bath house

stions:  “Ramp 4 to Bodie Island Spit” 

from 4 to the tidal flats would be effective. Boardwalk not 
ration of habitat lost 

due to excessive closures should be done ASAP to benefit  

 
• 

 
Section 7C Que

 
• Open access Ramp 4 to Oregon Inlet year ‘round. Spit 

closure all or part year is not acceptable. Interdunal road 

effective as distance is excessive. Resto

breeding birds.    

Expanded parking at Ramp 4 

stions:  “Expand Pedestrian Access” 
 

• Neither is effective as this area is under utilized. 
 

ection 7 D Questions:S   “Expand ORV Routes in winter” 

• An ORV corridor from Ramp 1 to Oregon Inlet would 
 is closed. 

 

maximize the use of this area when the bathhouse
 
Section 7E Questions:  “Expand ORV Routes in winter” 
 

• 1-4 (1) Cost prohibitive, safety issues could arise by 
stopping them on Highway 12 for processing through an 
Entrance or Fee Collection site. Enforcement presence is 

 
 
 

needed for better capacity control. 
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Section 7F Questions:  “Provide Sound side Access” 

 
• All of these ideas may be or definitely will be effective. 

ection 7G Questions:
 
S   “Provide ORV Access Seasonally” 

s quo 
• Open Bodie Island during the winter.  

 
ection 7H Questions:

 
• Avon, Frisco, Salvo maintain the statu

S   “Provide Parking lots in the Tri-Village and Passive 

• Increased parking may be effective if done seasonally 
 

s not effective.  

effective in dispersing the crowding at Oregon Inlet. 
 

• Ramp 23 closure is not effective. ORV users from 
re 

would cause other areas of crowding during peak usage. 
 year 

nel 
additional access in this area. 

 
Section 7I Ques

Recreation” 

• Pedestrian access only on these ramps i
 

• Providing restrooms/bathhouse facilities at 27 may be 

Rodanthe, Waves and Salvo use this area heavily. Closu

Opening Ramp 20 in Rodanthe seasonally and possibly
‘round would ease crowding and offer Medical person

tions: “Alternate Transportation” 

Alternate Transportation may be effective. A major 
commitment would be necessary to accommodate large 
numbers of people, their famil

 
• 

ies, pets, fishing equipment, 
shelter, food, water etc.   

• Commercial water taxi/shuttle would have limited feasibility 

 
Section 7J Ques

 

due to weather and capacity considerations. 

tions: “\Increase ORV Access when Closures Occur” 
 

• This may be an effective approach but firstly: Maintain 

me. The ‘build 
it and they will come’ approach is absurd. Most visitors 

closures in accordance with ESA and discontinue the 
reservation system for the birds that might co
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    respect the closures. Enforcement visibility at closures  

                    
 
Comments page
visitors per squa
assigned to cover these 27
need additional rules, permits, carrying capacity limits………….we need 

ent 

r 
d spit will help restore 

e bird population. 

     will insure that all will respect the closures. 

: The Bodie Island district has the highest concentration of 
re mile in the entire Park. 2 Enforcement Officers are 

 + miles of beach in the peak season. We don’t 

more enforcement of existing rules and regulations. 
 
Keeping the spit closed has allowed brush and grasses to cover large areas 
formerly considered prime habitat for shorebirds. Due to mismanagem
they are now forced into areas occupied by humans as similarly as the 
alligators of the Everglades, the bears in Yellowstone and the elk in Glacie
National Parks among others. Restoration of this san
th
 
Hatteras Island: Section 8 
 
Section 8A Questions: “Establish ORV Use and Passive Recreation Areas” 
 

• 1. Should be ramp 23 to ramp 34 to be effective  

ive. This beach should have a pass through 
behind the life guard station. 

• 3.Maintain the status quo and expand the ORV area from 
ramp 49. 

age. 

 
• 8,9,10.Leaving this ramp open and increasing parking will 

p 
ot walk from the 

highway to the beach south of ramp 23. 
 

• 13.Year ‘round and seasonal passive recreation areas in the 

 

 
• 2. Not Effect

 

the groins at the old lighthouse to a mile south of 
 

• 4.Not effective. A ramp should be added south of Frisco 
Pier and north of Hatteras Vill

 
• Status quo is the most effective. 

be the most effective way to utilize this.  Closing this ram
would not be effective as you cann

tri villages are not effective. These are not private beaches 
for the homeowners. 
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• 11.An ORV corridor to bypass closures would be very 

 
• re is no off season use of this beach 

except by fishermen. Maintain September 15 to May 15 

 
• 14. Very effective 

 
• 16-21 not effective. To bypass the runway through a ½ mile 

s is not good. There is only a small part 

callopers and for 
others. Closure of the Spur Road would padlock this portion 

 
Section 8B Que

effective. 

13. Not effective. The

opening. 

• 15.The current ORV and the pass through in front of the 
Frisco Campground is most effective 

of cactus and snake
of the beach in front of the cottages. Sound side access is 
very important to hunters, clammers, s

of the Park to all users but would increase the breeding of 
feral cats and raccoons. 

stions: “Establish Interdunal Road” 

This may be effective to minimize beach traffic and would
provide access around cl

 
•  

osures. 
 

round. 

ld provide prime bird 
watching areas. 

 
ection 8C Questions:

• May be effective if kept open year ‘
 

• This interdunal road would provide access, less conflicts, 
and with pullouts or parking wou

S  “Provide Sound side Access” 
 

• ses 
ding and conflict. 

……definitely 
effective. 

 
• n for access and create 

parking to accommodate the needs of the visitor. Open more 

 

Not effective. Expand the parking but have 2 lane acces
to eliminate crow

 
• Maintain access at ramps 57 and 60…

Not effective ….Determine the reaso

access points 
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• 4-5 not effective. The little Kinnakeet Ramp was a 

 
ection 8D Questions:

premier fishing location before it was closed for no reason. 
No fencing on the shoulders 

S  “Provide Alternate Transportation” 
 

• and 
 this impractical. 

 Motel area, 
outh of Canadian Hole and north of Hatteras Village. All spur and 

interdunal ro  
needed in the T

Neither of these is effective. Weather, water conditions 
other factors of cost make

 
Comments page: Additional ramps are needed in the Buxton
s

ad should be 2 lane with pull-offs. More sound side access is 
ri-Village areas and near Avon. 

 
Ocracoke: Section 9 
 
Section 9A Questions: “Increase ORV Areas Seasonally” 
 

• Questions 1 & 2 may be effective and comments should 
 that Ramp 59 is a safety closure and not a seasonal 

closure as the maps show. Passive recreation areas should 
the beaches in the 

Park for single use will result in an escalation of law 

• 
Section 9B Que

reflect

only be for life guarded beaches. Dividing 

enforcement issues and conflict resolution. 
 
stions: “Provide Sound side Access and Parking” 

Question B1 is not effective. Add parking for and ope
old sound side trails to include an interconne

 
• n all 

cting road 
here possible. 

 Question B 2 & 3 are definitely effective 
 
Section 9C Que

w
 
•

stions: “Provide Alternate Routes/Alternate Transportation” 
 

 Questions  1 & 2 are definitely effective   
 

 

services is minimal due to weather constraints and the cost 

•

• Questions 3 & 4 are not effective. Effectiveness of these 

of insurance for the conveyances.  
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ection 9D Questions:S  “Establish Passive Recreation Areas” 

•  
nly. Single use beaches 

will not work. 

Section

 
Questions in D are all not effective. Passive recreation areas
should be for life guarded beaches o

 
 9E Questions:  “Establish ORV Use Areas” 

 
     1-3  Definitely effective. 
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